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Errata: Two-Player Scenario Book
1. Pg. 9, the image of the CL Aurora should be deleted; that TF has 
two CAs in it. 
2. Pg. 14, Operation Weser Table, result of ‘3’ is a Hit .
3. Pg.27, the spread for the Non Compos Mentis scenario has random 
game pieces printed in the margin between pages. They are not part 
of set-up, they are decorative. 



Place Task Force Stations on 
the Operations Map (on the 
game board as shown)

Place Reinforcement Group 
markers in Port Boxes, as 
shown

The conditions of victory are explained. Usually each 
player vies to score more Victory Points (VP).

Reinforcement
A

Introduction
Two-player Atlantic Chase may be played as a 
scenario, a mini-scenario, or as a campaign. If 
just starting out, play through tutorial episodes 
programmed to teach the rules a little at a time 
(they are located in the Tutorial book). This book 
tells you how to play two-player scenarios: how 
to set up ships, leaders, and Task Forces, and 
will indicate who has Initiative first and the 
Weather at start. Once both players are ready, 
the Active player begins performing Actions. The 
scenario or operation continues until its end is 
triggered, also explained in scenario and opera-
tion instructions. Victory conditions vary with 
each scenario.

How to Win

Solitaire
The scenarios in this book may also be played 
solitaire. To do so, you take on the role of both 
sides, “switching sides” with each change in 
Initiative, pushing the action forward by making 
what seems to be reasonable decisions from the 
current point of view of the side with Initiative. 
There is a long tradition of playing wargames 
this way, and doing so means the story depicted 
by the game is more important than striving to 
make one side win. However, if that is not to your 
liking, an entire book of scenarios is provided in 
Atlantic Chase (the Solitaire Scenarios book). It is 
designed for the lone gamer who prefers an 
arti�cial intelligence (AI) rather than relying on 
one’s own narrative.
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Place ships on the Task Force Display

Place ships of a Reinforcement Group in the 
corresponding box on the Task Force Display. They 
may enter play when you perform a Reorganize action.

These ships belong to this 
Task Force. 

Norfolk f1 
1/0CA

Suffolk f1 
1/0CA

Reinforcement
A Köln f1 

1/0CLLeipzig m1 
1/0CL

Lutzow m1 
2/1PB

Operational (OP) Scenarios

Ships

Reinforcements

The first batch of scenarios in this book pres-
ent major historical operations undertaken by 
one side or the other. Depending on decisions 
players make, and the amount of time they 
take to make them, as well as outcomes of 
chance that may prolong events, these sce-
narios will take between one to four hours to 
play. Two or three hours is most likely. Some 
are longer than others (the first is quite brief). 

Each operation presents a discrete historical 
moment when Germany’s precious surface ves-
sels sortie to challenge the Home Fleet. Their 
aim: to savage Britain’s lifelines, her convoys. 
Scenario OP3 is a little different, since it presents 
the confused race for Norway in 1940. Taken 
collectively, this group of operational scenarios 
offer a rough sketch of the sea war from 1939 to 
mid-1942.
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Kiel

Reinforcement
A

Appeased once, the Nazi Führer now makes threatening 
gestures towards Poland. Britain has pledged an alliance with 
that beleaguered nation, but the Führer refuses to back down. 
Britain and Germany prepare for war. The German ocean liner 
Bremen is in New York, and receives a cipher from Berlin 
instructing it to disembark its 1000 passengers and launch for 
home. It is now in the Kriegsmarine.  Realizing the usefulness 
of that ship, the Royal Navy scrambles to intercept her. If 
Britain manages to capture her, it will rob the Führer of an 
important military asset before the war heats up. As the curtain 
rises, war has not yet begun. 

INITIATIVE: Germany.

SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS:
The war has not yet started, but it may during this 
scenario. Until it starts, Battle may not be fought and no 
Air Strikes are allowed (but Air Support is allowed). 
Engage action results that trigger Battle are ignored, 
unless the Bremen is in the target TF, in which case the 
Bremen is captured and the scenario ends.

Bremen alone: The Bremen may not be in a TF with any 
other ship.

Weather Check: Each time a Weather Check is made, if 
the die roll is ‘1’, Germany has invaded Poland and 
Britain has declared war against Germany. Battles may 
now be fought and Air Strike actions are permitted.

Provocation: Before war has been declared, Engage 
actions may provoke war. 

Case 1: When an Engage action is performed, and the 
result would trigger Battle, roll a die. If the number rolled 
is a ‘1’, war is declared and the Battle must be fought (if 
the Bremen is the target TF, then the scenario ends 
instead; Britain wins regardless of provocation).

Case 2: If the British player’s Task Force declares an 
Engage action in a hex with Murmansk, Kiel, or 
Wilhelmshaven, roll a die (do this before performing the 
Engage action): If the number rolled is a ‘1’, the action 
sparks a diplomatic incident and war has started 
(German player automatically wins this scenario). If any 
other number, conduct the action normally.

OP1. Homecoming: August 1939

New York is a neutral port. It 
has no e�ect on play (it is not 
an Intel trigger for either side).

Murmansk: If the Bremen completes in Murmansk before war has been declared, it may be 
confiscated. Roll a die: If the number rolled is a ‘1’, the Soviets confiscate the Bremen. If any 
other number, they allow it to refuel and it remains in the Kriegsmarine (in either case, the 
scenario ends). Subtract -1 from the die roll if the British performed an Engage action during this 
scenario. If the Bremen completes in Murmansk after war is declared, she is not confiscated (no 
die roll is necessary). 

3
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keep handy

zero space
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weather
Good

CONTACTCONTACT

W
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INTEL
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Initiative
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Search

Engage

CTF

Search

Engage
Strike

Strike

Launch

Launch

VICTORY:
If the Bremen completes in Kiel, Wilhelmshaven, or Murmansk (and is not confiscated in the 
latter port), the Germans win. If the British capture the Bremen, they win. If the British 
provoke a war either the British win (Provocation Case 1), or the Germans win (Provocation 
Case 2; well, the Nazi government wins and the German people lose, along with the rest of 
Europe). Finally, if a German ship is Damaged or sunk, the British win regardless of the 
Bremen’s fate (this is only possible after war is declared).

SCENARIO ENDS:
This scenario ends when the Bremen is either captured or performs a Completion action in Kiel, 
Wilhelmshaven, or Murmansk. It is captured via an Engage action. If completing in Murmansk, the 
Bremen may be confiscated (see Murmansk p.3). The scenario also ends if the British player 
provokes war in a German port hex (see the special rule about Provocation, Case 2).

Norway is neutral. Ignore 
its ports. They have no 

e�ect on play.

Murmansk is a neutral 
port. It is not an Intel 

trigger.

France is neutral. Ignore its 
ports and the Airbases in the 
Bay of Biscay. Even after war 
is declared, in this scenario, 
they have no e�ect on play.
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2 Nelson
s

3/2BB

Royal Oak
s

3/1

2 
BB

Dorsetshiref1 
1/0CA

Norfolk f1 
1/0CA

Suffolk f1 
1/0CA

Glasgow f1 
1/0CA

Berwick f1 
1/0CA

Aurora f
1 

0/-1
CL

Hermione
f1 

0/0CL

Southampton
f1 

1/0CA

Homecoming: British Ships
5
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1 
Bremen

f
na

Köln f1 
1/0CL

Konigsbrgf1 
1/0CL

Graf Speem1 
2/1PB

Homecoming: German Ships

HISTORICAL OUTCOME:
Historically, the Bremen was nearly nabbed by British cruisers, but the German captain diverted his course to 
the north, ultimately finding safe harbor at Murmansk. It would soon make its way south at the start of the war, 
taking part in a number of operations as a troop carrier and hospital ship.

This is a good teaching scenario. Since it restricts Battle and Air Strikes, and decisions are limited given the 
peculiar but interesting situation and the paucity of forces available, an experienced player can use this to teach 
a newbie the ropes.
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Halifax
Kiel

South America

Clyde/Liverpool

Clyde/Liverpool

Africa

Portsmouth

Reinforcement
A

Reinforcement
A

Raeder

xxxxxxxIf they have the 
opportunity to perform a 
Completion action, they 
must make the attempt.

The Graf Spee is on its way home. In order to occupy the 
Royal Navy, and to test the newly formed blockade, the  
Scharnhorst and Gneisenau are ordered to sortie into the 
North Sea and hunt merchant ships, drawing enough 
attention to allow the Graf Spee to slip through the 
blockade. 

INITIATIVE: Germany.

SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS:
A Convoy may not be in a task force with any other ship. 
Convoys can’t be destroyed but they may disperse       .
In this scenario, German BCs may only
Complete in Wilhelmshaven or Kiel. 

SCENARIO ENDS:
This scenario ends when the Germans no longer have a 
Task Force in play (all sunk or Completed). When two 
Convoys have Completed, the Germans are only allowed 
to perform Air Attack, Completion, Pass, and Trajectory 
actions.

VICTORY:
When the scenario ends, tally each player’s Victory Points 
(VP). The player with more VP wins, and if a tie, the 
German player wins if the Graf Spee is in Kiel or 
Wilhelsmhaven (otherwise the British player wins the tie).

OP2. First Test November 1939

7

British VP
Each Completed

Convoy

2 if Dispersed
3

German BC is...

other German ship is...

2

3 CL

PB

BC

BB
BC
CV

Forbes
2 BB
CA

Convoy

Damaged

1
4

Sunk

2

Germany starts with Raeder

USA Security Line
(see optional rule p. 8)

Although the United States is 
Neutral, in this scenario, New York is 
considered British controlled. It is an 

Intel trigger for German TFs.
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OPTIONAL RULE – USA SECURITY ZONE:
By mutual agreement, players may opt to invoke this rule: Each time a German Task Force performs an 
Engage action in a hex west of the USA Security Line, the British gain 1 VP.
Hitler was adamant that his navy not spark a war with the United States.

12 segments

Halifax to
Portsmouth

Brest

Scapa Flow

British player’s choice:
This TF may set-up in
either hex, but not
both hexes.

Kiel

keep handy

zero space

keep handy

keep handy
weather
Good

CONTACTCONTACT

W

Modifie
r

INTEL
Evasive

Tally
Initiative

VP

Last

RoundBatt
le

Round

CTF

Search

Engage

CTF

Search

Engage
Strike

Strike

Launch

Launch

8

German VP

Graf Spee completes in Kiel or Wilhelmshaven
(if damaged)

British BB, BC, or CV sunk
(damaged)

2
(1)

French BC sunk
(damaged)

2
(0)

Each Hit on
a Convoy

1
5

(3)

2 CA

CA

CA3 CA

Gensoul
BC
2 CL

Marschall
2 BC
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2 Nelson
s

3/2BB

Dorsetshiref1 
1/0CA

Norfolk f1 
1/0CA

Suffolk f1 
1/0CA

Glasgow f1 
1/0CA

Southampton
f1 

1/0CA

Forbes

2 Rodney
s

3/2BB

CONVOYvs

-2/na

CONVOYvs

-2/na

Hood
f

3/1

2 
BC

Repulse
f

2/1

2 
BC

Warspite
s

3/1

2 
BB

Furious m1 
CV

Sheffield f1 
1/0CA

Newcastle f1 
1/0CA

Edinburgh f1 
1/0CA

Dunkerque
f

4/2

2 
BC

G. Leygues
f1 

1/0CL

Gensoul
Montcalm f

1 

1/0
CL

Inbound

Inbound

First Test: British Ships
9
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2 Gneisenau
BC

f

3/2

2 Scharnhorst
BC

f

3/2

Köln f1 
1/0CL

Graf Speem1 
2/1PB

M
arschall

Leipzig m1 
1/0CL

Lutzow m1 
2/1PB

First Test: German Ships

HISTORICAL OUTCOME:
The two German battlecruisers sortied, but under orders not to bring on a general engagement, they only sparred 
with the Royal Navy. They sunk a lone armed merchant ship but never managed to breakout into the Atlantic. 
Meanwhile, the Graf Spee, in need of an engine overhaul and wary of capture, never managed to get through the 
blockade. She refueled at sea and steamed south again. Weeks later, after the conclusion of this scenario, British 
cruisers would bring her to battle on the River Plate in South America where she was scuttled (see scenarios MS1 
and MS2).

10
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Kiel

Clyde/Liverpool

Scapa Flow

Africa

Gibraltar

Wilhelmshaven

Reinforcement
A

Reinforcement
B

Reinforcement
C

Reinforcement
D

Each Hit on a German
Convoy or DD Squadron

1

Empire accustomed Britain to view neutral water as 
fair game. Its aggressive incursions into Norway’s 
“inner leads” in pursuit of contraband lead Germany to 
sketch a calculated offensive. Rather than watch 
Britannia spread its influence across Scandinavia, the 
Fuhrer authorized a bold and perhaps foolhardy 
preemptive strike designed to grab the Norwegian 
coast before Britain could gain a foothold. While the 
Royal Navy schemed for a second Jutland, that 
decisive battle in the North Sea, the Kriegsmarine was 
ferrying the Wehrmacht north.

SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS:
Norwegian ports are not Intel triggers. 
Also, see pages 13 & 14. 

SET-UP ORDER: Britain sets up first, 
then the Germans.

SCENARIO ENDS:
The scenario ends when a third British Convoy performs a 
successful Completion action, or when the Germans perform three 
successful Completion actions in Norway. It also ends when the 
Germans no longer have a Task Force in play (all ships are sunk 
or Completed).

VICTORY:
When the scenario ends, tally each player’s Victory 
Points (VP). The player with more VP wins. If a tie, 
Britain wins.
Wins what, eactly? If one side successfully performed more 
Completion actions in Norway than their opponent, they won 
Norway. 

OP3. Norway April-May 1940

11

British VP

1
0

British Airbase
marker in Norway?German BC is...

Mines force in Narvik or Trondheim?
Yes, before German air base was in Norway

Yes, after German air base was in Norway
No.

3
1
-1

Hipper is...

1
Damaged

0
2

Sunk

1
each CL is...

yes

no0 1

Each completed
Convoy 3

mines

3 CL
Convoy

CA
Convoy

2 BC
DD

CA
CL

BB
CV

CV

BB

BC

Convoy
Operation R4

Although the United States is 
Neutral, in this scenario, New York is 
considered British controlled. It is an 

Intel trigger for German TFs.

INITIATIVE: Germany. 
Set the Initiative Tally at ‘2’.

Raeder

Germany starts with Raeder
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Scapa Flow

Scapa Flow

Bergen

keep handy

zero space

keep handy

keep handy11 segments

Halifax to
Cylde/Liverpool

weather
Bad

this TF may set-up 
in either hex

this TF may set-up 
in either hex

(not both hexes)

(not both hexes)

CONTACTCONTACT

Modifie
r

INTEL
Evasive

Tally
Initiative

VP

Last

RoundBatt
le

Round

CTF

Search

Engage

CTF

Search

Engage
Strike

Strike

Launch

Launch

WBADSubmarine

12

German VP

first successful German Completion in Bergen

British BB, BC, or CV sunk
(damaged)

2
(1)

German Airbase marker...
in Norway 2

no Airbase marker -1 Each Hit on a
British Convoy

1

3
first successful German Completion in Trondheim 2

first successful German Completion in Narvik 1

HISTORICAL OUTCOME:
Operation Weser was sprung before Britain knew it. The real story would be the Luftwaffe, dropping troops and supplies into 
Norway and protecting their drive north while menacing the Royal Navy. Britain’s Operation R4, its own invasion, was never 
quite attempted, and its timid efforts to put troops in Narvik and Trondheim were repulsed. The Royal Navy’s intelligence was 
lacking in this campaign, and it showed. The lasting result of German victory was devastating.Henceforth, Norway’s coast would 
provide harbor for the Kriegsmarine, weakening the Royal Navy’s blockade.

2 CA

2 BC
CL

CA, CL

Convoy
Mines

Forbes
BB
BC

2 CA
2 CL
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Montcalm
f1 

1/0CL

Dorsetshiref1 
1/0CA

2 Rodney
s

3/2BB

CONVOYvs

-2/na

CONVOYvs

-2/na
CONVOYvs

-2/na

Repulse
f

2/1

2 
BC

Sheffield f1 
1/0CA

Edinburgh f1 
1/0CA

Malaya
s

3/1

2 
BB

Renown
f

2/1

2 
BC

Ark Royal m1 
CV

Ramilles
s

3/1

2 
BB Naiad f1 

0/0CL

Hermione
f1 

0/0CL

Galatea
f1 

0/-1CL

Nigeria f1 
1/0CA

Fiji f1 
1/0CA

Kenya f1 
1/0CA

Inbound

Furious m1 
CV

Forbes

Gloire f1 
1/0CL

Dunkerque
f

4/2

2 
BC

Strasbourg
f

4/2

2 
BC

Place the Mines stealth force in this TF. The TF 
may only perform a Completion action in Narvik or 
Trondheim, and when successful, place the Mines 
marker in the port hex (and remove the Convoy 
marker). This is not a Stealth Recon action (it 
does not trigger Intel). Once on the Operations 
Map, the Mines stealth force functions normally. If 
another ship is in the TF when it Completes, the 
TF is not removed. Instead, it becomes a Station 
in the Completion hex.

This Convoy may only perform a Completion 
action in Narvik (it is a troop convoy). If 
successful, roll a die and apply the result on 
the Operation R4 table (below), then 
remove the Convoy. If another ship is in the 
TF when it Completes, the TF is not 
removed. Instead, it becomes a Station in 
the Completion hex.

Norway: British Ships

mines

2 or less

-1 if German TF with Convoy successfully performed a Completion action
in Norway;

-1 if German Airbase is in Norway;
+1 if an undamaged British BB or BC is in Completion hex (TF Station only).

Modi�ers: 

Results:

apply Hit to Convoy (for VP) or if its TF is a Station, to a British ship in the TF

Hit2 Hits
place British Airbase marker in hex (and remove German Airbase in Norway, if any);

1d6 3 5 6+

Operation R4

-
4

-

Convoys
British Convoys 
are destroyed 
when they suffer 4 
Hits. A Convoy 
may share a Task 
Force with other 
ships, but not other 
Convoys. They 
may not disperse.

Pound

Britain starts with
Pound

13
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s
0/na

DD
SQUADRON

CONVOYvs
-2/na

CONVOYvs
-2/na

Köln f1 
1/0CL

Konigsbrgf1 
1/0CL

Karlsruhef1 
1/0CL Hipper f

1 

1/0
CA

2 Gneisenau
BC

f

3/2

2 Scharnhorst
BC

f

3/2

The Convoy carries troops and 
supplies. While in the TF, the 
Airbase marker does not 
function as an airbase (it does 
not provide Air Support nor may 
it perform an Air Strike action, 
nor does it trigger Intel 
attachment for British TFs). If 
engaged in Battle, ignore the 
Airbase marker, unless the 
Convoy is sunk, in which case, 
remove the marker from play. 
This TF must perform a 
successful Completion action in 
Bergen, Trondheim, or Narvik. 
After successful Completion, 
place the Airbase marker in the 
hex, then roll a die and apply the 
result on the Operation Weser 
Table (below), then remove the 
Convoy and place the TF’s 
Station in the Completion hex (if 
not already there). Historically, this 
TF Completed in Trondheim.

The Convoy carries troops. 
This TF must successfully 
perform a Completion action in 
Bergen, Trondheim, or Narvik. 
After performing the action, roll 
a die and apply the result on 
the Operation Weser Table 
(below), then remove the 
Convoy and place the TF’s 
Station in the Completion hex 
(if not already there). 
Historically, this TF Completed in 
Bergen (actually, it Completed in 
several places near Bergen). 
Blucher’s debacle in front of Oslo 
is not depicted in this scenario.

The DD Squadron carries 
troops (in this scenario, like a 
Convoy). This TF must 
successfully perform a 
Completion action in Bergen, 
Trondheim, or Narvik. After 
performing the action, roll a die 
and apply the result on the 
Operation Weser Table 
(below), then remove the DD 
Squadron and place the TF’s 
Station in the Completion hex (if 
not already there). Historically, 
this TF Completed in Narvik.

Norway: German Ships

1 or less

-1 if either or both British TFs with Convoys successfully performed a Completion

-1 if British Airbase is in Norway;
action in Narvik;

Modi�ers: 

-  no adverse e�ect
Results:

apply Hit to Convoy or DD Squadron (for VP) or if its TF is a Station, to a ship in its TF
Hit2 Hits

1d6 2-3

Operation Weser
4-6

-

Bergen, Trondheim, or Narvik
These three TFs must perform special Completion actions in Norway. They are special because only the Convoy or DD 
Squadron is removed from play while the other ships remain in the Task Force (and the TF itself remains in play). 
Ideally, each of the three Norwegian ports should be the target of a Completion action, but the German player may opt 
to target only one or two of those ports for Completion actions instead (that is, two Convoys could Complete in Narvik, 
for example, but the German player will only receive VP for the first Completion). When a Completion action in a 
Norwegian port is successful, roll a die and apply the result on the Operation Weser table.
Reorganize actions: The German player is allowed to perform Reorganize actions to split one or more ships into a new 
TF. The DD Squadron and Convoys may operate by themselves in their respective TFs. This is the only restriction: A 
Convoy may not be in the same TF with another Convoy, nor with the DD Squadron.

Convoys & DD
German Convoys 
are destroyed 
when they suffer 4 
Hits. So too the DD 
Squadron. Each 
may share a Task 
Force with other 
ships, but not 
another Convoy. 
None
may disperse.

14
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Brest

South
America

Escort Table

U-Boats
Box

Clyde/Liverpool

Gibraltar

Scapa Flow

12 segments

New York to
Cylde/Liverpool

Clyde/Liverpool

Clyde/Liverpool

In this scenario, New York is 
considered British controlled. It is 
an Intel trigger for German TFs.

U-BOAT

Reinforcement
A

Reinforcement
D

Reinforcement
B

Reinforcement
C

Operation Berlin was designed to bring the two German 
battlecruisers into the Atlantic and devastate British shipping. Its 
goal was twofold: to weaken Britain’s lifeline, and return the 
battlecruisers to a port where they could sortie without having to 
dance through the Royal Navy’s blockade. There was a third 
aim: once in a French port, they would be in a position to 
cooperate with Operation Rheinubüng. 

INITIATIVE: Germany.

WEATHER: Good

CONVOYS:
Convoys can’t be destroyed, they can 
suffer an infinite number of Hits. They 
can disperse. A convoy may be in a 
Task Force with only one other ship 
(but not another Convoy). 
ESCORT POOL:
At set-up, the British player selects as many as three ships, 
placing them in the Escort Pool on the game board. They may 
only be taken from one or more British TFs (but not from 
Reinforcement Groups). The first time each Convoy is involved 
in Battle (and it is alone in its TF), the British player rolls a die 
and applies the result indicated by the Escort Table. Do this 
when the Convoy is shifted to the Battle Board, after completing 
the Engage action. After rolling the die, the British player may 
change the result by awarding 1 VP to the German player and 
declaring the new result. If a ship is selected from the Escort 
Pool, place it in the Convoy’s Task Force, shifting it immediately 
to the Battle Board. It returns to the Convoy’s TF after Battle.

SCENARIO ENDS:
This scenario ends when the Germans no longer have a Task 
Force in play (all sunk or Completed). When three Convoys 
have Completed, the Germans are only allowed to perform Air 
Attack, Completion, Pass, and Trajectory actions (however, if a 
German TF can perform Completion, it must do so). 

VICTORY:
When the scenario ends, 
tally each player’s 
Victory Points (VP). The 
player with more VP 
wins. The British player 
wins ties.

OP4. Berlin January-March 1941

15

British VP

1

Hipper’s TF
performed a

Trajectory actionGerman BC is...

Hipper is...

2
Damaged

1
4

Sunk

2
Scheer is... 0 1

Each completed
Convoy (not dispersed) 3

if dispersed (2)

1d6

1

5-6

2-4

No escort.

result

British player selects one ship from the Escort Pool.

German player must select one ship from the Escort Pool.

BB

BC

BB

2 CA

Convoy

Sommerville
BC       CV        CA

CA

PB

All French and
Norwegian ports are
German controlled.
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Kiel

Scapa Flow

Kiel

keep handy

zero space

keep handy

keep handy
weather
Good11 segments

Halifax to
Cylde/Liverpool

10 segments

Africa to
Cylde/Liverpool

Trondheim or Narvik

CONTACTCONTACT

W

Modifie
r

INTEL
Evasive

Tally
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Last

RoundBatt
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Round

CTF

Search

Engage

CTF

Search

Engage
Strike

Strike

Launch
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German VP
each German BC completes in a French port

(if damaged) British BB, BC, or CV sunk
(damaged)

2
(1)

British CA or CL sunk 0.5

Each Hit on
a Convoy

1

2
(1)

Scheer completes in Kiel
(if damaged)

2
(1)

2 CA

2 CL

Tovey
3 BB
BC

3 CA
CL

CL

Convoy

Convoy

Lutjens
2 BC

German player chooses
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2 Nelson
s

3/2BB

Dorsetshiref1 
1/0CA

Norfolk f1 
1/0CA

Suffolk f1 
1/0CA

2 Rodney
s

3/2BB

CONVOYvs

-2/na
CONVOYvs

-2/na

CONVOYvs

-2/na

Hood
f

3/1

2 
BC

Repulse
f

2/1

2 
BC

Sheffield f
1 

1/0
CAEdinburgh f1 

1/0CA
K. George V

f

4/2

2 
BB

Malaya
s

3/1

2 
BB

Renown
f

2/1

2 
BC

Ark Royal m1 
CV

Som
erville

Ramilles
s

3/1

2 
BB

Arethusa
f1 

0/-1CL

Naiad f1 
0/0CL

Hermione
f1 

0/0CL

Galatea
f1 

0/-1CL

Nigeria f1 
1/0CA

Fiji f1 
1/0CA

Kenya f1 
1/0CA

Tovey

Inbound

Inbound

Inbound

PoundBritain starts with Pound

Berlin: British Ships
17
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2 Gneisenau
BC

f

3/2

2 Scharnhorst
BC

f

3/2

Lütjens

Hipper f1 
1/1CA

Scheer m1 
2/1PB

Berlin: German Ships

HISTORICAL OUTCOME:
Assailed from the air and from beneath the sea, Britain’s lifeline to her colonies and allies was strained to the breaking point. 
This sortie by two battlecruisers resulted in the sinking of over 100,000 tons of shipping, straining Britain’s resources even more. 
Those battlecruisers left port on January 23, nearly slipping past the Naiad but then diverting through the Denmark Strait. 
Refueling at sea, they rampaged across the Atlantic for several weeks, finally escaping into Brest on March 22. Operation Berlin 
marked the high water mark for Germany’s surface fleet. 

Raeder

Germany starts with Raeder
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U-Boats
Box

Clyde/Liverpool

Scapa Flow

Gibraltar

Escort Table

Although the United States is 
Neutral, in this scenario, New York is 
considered British controlled. It is an 

Intel trigger for German TFs.

U-BOAT

Reinforcement
C

Reinforcement
B

Reinforcement
A

Operation Rheinubüng was designed to bring the KMS Bismarck 
into a French port. From there, it could sortie into the expanse of 
the Atlantic, hunting convoys and wreaking havoc generally. 

INITIATIVE: Germany.

SCENARIO ENDS:
This scenario ends when the Germans no longer have a Task 
Force in play (all sunk or Completed). When three Convoys 
have Completed, the Germans are only allowed to perform Air 
Attack, Completion, Pass, and Trajectory actions (however, if a 
German TF can perform Completion, it must do so).

‘JUTLAND’ VARIANT (Decisive Battle?):
By mutual agreement, players may elect to play using more 
German ships. This will likely extend the length of the scenario, 
and also tip the balance in favor of the Germans. To use it, the 
Germans get Reinforcement Groups A and B. When one is 
brought into play (Reorganize action), deduct 1 VP from the 
German score (that is, 1 VP per Reinforcement Group). You 
may also agree to play using the French Variant (p. 20). 

VICTORY:
When the scenario ends, tally each player’s Victory 
Points (VP). The player with more VP wins.
TIE: The German player wins if the Bismarck is in a 
French port (completed). Otherwise the British player 
wins the tie.

OP5. Rheinübung May 1941

19

British VP
Each completed Convoy 3

if dispersed (2)

Bismarck is...

CA or CL  is...

3
Damaged

1
7

Sunk

2
BB, BC or PB is... 1 4

ESCORT POOL:
At set-up, the British player selects as many as three ships, 
placing them in the Escort Pool on the game board. They may 
only be taken from one or more British TFs (but not from 
Reinforcement Groups). The first time each Convoy is involved 
in Battle (and only if alone in its TF), the British player rolls a die 
and applies the result indicated by the Escort Table. Do this 
when the Convoy is shifted to the Battle Board, after completing 
the Engage action. After rolling the die, the British player may 
change the result by awarding 1 VP to the German player and 
declaring the new result. If a ship is selected from the Escort 
Pool, place it in the Convoy’s Task Force, shifting it immediately 
to the Battle Board. It returns to the Convoy’s TF after Battle.

1d6

1

4-6

2-3

No escort.

result

British player selects one ship from the Escort Pool.

German player must select one ship from the Escort Pool.

Somerville
BC, CV, CA

BB
BC
CV

Convoy

All French and
Norwegian ports are
German controlled.
German or German 
controlled French ships 
(not the Bismarck)
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Scapa Flow
Kiel

11 segments

Halifax to
Cylde/Liverpool

Scapa
Flow

keep handy

zero space

keep handy

keep handy
weather
Good

Kiel

Trondheim or Narvik

CONTACTCONTACT

W

Modifie
r

INTEL
Evasive
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Last

RoundBatt
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Round

CTF

Search

Engage

CTF

Search

Engage
Strike

Strike

Launch

Launch
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German VP

Bismarck completes in...
(if damaged)

3
(2)

France

Pr. Eugen completes in...
(if damaged)

2
(1)

British or British
controlled French ships: Each Hit on

a Convoy

1
0

(2)

Norway

0
(1)

0
(3)

Germany

0
(2)

BB or BC is...

CV  is...

1
Damaged

2
2

Sunk

3
CA or CL is... 0 0.5

Convoy

Tovey
2 BB
4 CA
4 CL

BB
BC

CA
CL

2 CA

Walker
CA

Lutjens
BB
CA

FRENCH VARIANT (Spoils of War?):
By mutual agreement, players may elect to play using French ships. At set-up, the German player may take 
one French BC or BB, and one French CL (place in Reinforcement Group C, in St. Nazaire/Bordeaux). Then, 
the British player may take one BC or BB, and one French CL (place in Reinforcement Group D, in Gibraltar). 
When a French Reinforcement Group enters play, deduct 1 or 2 VP from that player’s score (2 VP if it 
includes a French BC, 1 if it does not).

German player chooses
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Neptune
f1 

0/0CL Kenya f1 
1/0CA

Dorsetshiref1 
1/0CA

Norfolk f1 
1/0CA

Suffolk f1 
1/0CA

2 Rodney
s

3/2BB

CONVOYvs

-2/na

CONVOYvs

-2/naCONVOYvs

-2/na

Hood
f

3/1

2 
BC

Repulse
f

2/1

2 
BC

Edinburgh f1 
1/0CA

Renown
f

2/1

2 
BC

Ark Royal m1 
CV Somerville

Ramilles
s

3/1

2 
BB

Hermione
f1 

0/0CL

Arethusa
f1 

0/-1CL

Manchesterf1 
1/0CA

Birmingham
1 

1/0CA

Victorious m1 
CV

Tovey

Aurora f
1 

0/-1
CL

Galatea f1 
0/-1CL

2 Pr. of Wales
f

4/2BB

London f1 
1/0CA

Inbound

Hali
fa

x

Gibraltar

K. George V
f

4/2

2 
BB

Walker

Sheffield f1 
1/0CA

Pound
Britain starts with Pound

Rheinubüng: British Ships

CONVOYS:
Convoys can’t be destroyed, they can suffer an infinite number 
of Hits. They can disperse. A convoy may be in a Task Force 
with only one other ship (but not another Convoy). 

11
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Reinforcement
A

Reinforcement
B

2 Bismarck
BB

f

4/2

Pr. Eugenf1 
1/1CA

Lütjens

2 Scharnhorst
BC

f

3/2

Hipper f1 
1/1CA Scheer m1 

2/1PB

Rheinubüng: German Ships

HISTORICAL OUTCOME:
The operation did not go well for the Germans. Identified even before it reached Norway, the Bismarck’s Task 
Force managed to elude British pursuit from air and sea until it was shadowed by British cruisers in the Denmark 
Strait. Confronted at dawn by the Hood and the Prince of Wales, the Bismarck gave better than it received, but it 
suffered damage. As it dashed for the French coast, it was attacked from the air and then triangulated upon by a 
fearsome Royal Navy, ultimately done in by torpedoes. Today, the Bismarck lies at the bottom of the Atlantic.

GERMAN REINFORCEMENTS:
These are allowed only when using the ‘Jutland’ Variant (p. 19). Reinforcement 
Group A starts in Brest, and Reinforcement Group B starts in Kiel.

Raeder

Germany starts with Raeder

Brest

Kiel
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Kiel

Brest

Brest

South America

U-Boats
Box

Clyde/Liverpool

Gibraltar

Clyde/
Liverpool

Archangel

Escort Table

Reinforcement
A

Reinforcement
B

U-BOAT

Reinforcement
A

Reinforcement
B

The German invasion of the Soviet Union posed a dilemma for 
both the Royal Navy and the Kriegsmarine. Britain’s new ally 
needed supplies and so convoys to Murmansk and Archangel 
began in September. Convoys to other theaters had to continue 
as well, stretching the Royal Navy’s resources. For Germany, it 
needed naval assets positioned to the north, in order to 
interfere with those convoys. Having lost the Bismarck, and 
with its battlecruisers harbored in French ports pounded 
relentlessly by the Royal Air Force and Coastal Command, 
those assets were difficult to come by. 

INITIATIVE: Germany.

SCENARIO ENDS:
This scenario ends when the Germans no longer have a Task 
Force in play (all sunk or Completed). When three Convoys 
have Completed, the Germans are only allowed to perform Air 
Attack, Completion, Pass, and Trajectory actions (however, if a 
German TF can perform Completion, it must do so).

VICTORY:
When the scenario ends, tally each player’s Victory Points (VP). 
The player with more VP wins, and if a tie, the German player 
wins if the Tirpitz is in a port (completed), and that port is not 
Kiel or Wilhelsmhaven (otherwise the British player wins).

OP6. New Friends Autumn 1941
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British VP
Each Completed Convoy (in destination port)...

2 other port
(1 if dispersed)

3 Murmansk or
Archangel (2 if dispersed)

Tirpitz is...

German BC is...

3
Damaged

0
7

Sunk

3
German CA/CL/PB is... 0 1

BB, CL

Somerville, BB,
BC, CV, CA

Convoy

CA

BB

BC

CA

ESCORT POOL:
At set-up, the British player selects as many as four ships, 
placing them in the Escort Pool on the game board. They may 
only be taken from one or more British TFs (but not from 
Reinforcement Groups). The first time each Convoy is involved 
in Battle (and it is alone in its TF), the British player rolls a die 
and applies the result indicated by the Escort Table. Do this 
when the Convoy is shifted to the Battle Board, after completing 
the Engage action. After rolling the die, the British player may 
change the result by awarding 1 VP to the German player and 
declaring the new result. If a ship is selected from the Escort 
Pool, place it in the Convoy’s Task Force, shifting it immediately 
to the Battle Board. It returns to the Convoy’s TF after Battle.

1d6

1-2

6

3-5

German player must select one ship from the Escort Pool.

result

British player selects two ships from the Escort Pool.

British player must select one ship from the Escort Pool.

In this scenario, this port is 
closed. No TF may Complete 
in it, nor is it an Intel trigger.

All French and
Norwegian ports are
German controlled.
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Trondheim

zero space

Scapa Flow
Kiel

keep handy

keep handy

keep handy
weather
GoodScapa Flow

Kiel

Bergen

10 segments

Africa to
Cylde/Liverpool

10 segments

Hvalfjord to
Murmansk

Trondheim
or Narvik

Reinforcement
C

Modifie
r

Tally
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CONTACTCONTACT

W

INTEL
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le

Round

CTF

Search

Engage

CTF

Search

Engage
Strike

Strike
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German VP
British BB or BC is...

British CV is...

Each Hit on a Convoy:

1
1

Damaged

1
2

Sunk

2
British CA or CL is... 0 0.5

Convoy

CA

CA

Tovey, 2 BB,
CV, 8 CA

CA
CL

Convoy

PB

PB

CL

CONVOYS:
Convoys can’t be destroyed, they can suffer an infinite number 
of Hits. They can disperse. A convoy may be in a Task Force 
with only two other ships (but not another Convoy). 
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Sheffield f1 
1/0CA

Ramilles
s

3/1

2 
BB

Malaya
s

3/1

2 
BB

2 Nelson
s

3/2BB

Norfolk f1 
1/0CA

CONVOYvs

-2/na

CONVOYvs

-2/na

CONVOYvs

-2/na

Renown
f

2/1

2 
BC

Ark Royal m1 
CV

Somerville

Arethusa
f1 

0/-1CL

Inbound

Manchesterf1 
1/0CA

Cornwall f1 
1/0CA

K. George V
f

4/2

2 
BB

Victorious m1 
CV

Tovey

Aurora f
1 

0/-1
CL

Devonshire
f1 

1/0CA

Suffolk f1 
1/0CA

USSR

Birmingham
f1 

1/0CA

London f1 
1/0CA

Gibraltar

Pound

Belfast f1 
1/0CA

Berwick f1 
1/0CA

Southampton
f1 

1/0CA

Cumberlandf1 
1/0CA

Edinburgh f1 
1/0CA

New Friends: British Ships
British starts with Pound
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Pr. Eugenf1 
1/1CA

Scheer m1 
2/1PB

Leipzig m1 
1/0CL

2 Tirpitz
BB

f

4/2

Raeder

2 Scharnhorst
BC

f

3/2

Lutzow m1 
2/1PB

New Friends: German Ships

HISTORICAL OUTCOME:
The first four P.Q. convoys managed to ferry supplies to the Soviet Union with relatively little interference. Admiral 
Tovey’s fear that the Tirpitz would challenge the convoys never materialized, which was a relief since he was forced 
to transfer several battleships and cruisers to the Bay of Bengal and the perimeter of the South Pacific, as tensions 
between Britain and the Empire of Japan escalated. By the second week of December, those two former allies 
would be at war.

Germany starts with Raeder

Reinforcement Groups B & C
These ships were in disrepair at the start of this 
operation. To bring them into play, each costs 1 
VP (that is, award 1 VP to your opponent).
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Clyde/Liverpool

U-Boats Box

Brest U-Boats
Box

12 segments

New York to
Cylde/Liverpool

Gibraltar

New York

Escort Table

Reinforcement
A

Reinforcement
B

Reinforcement
A

U-BOAT

The Führer’s ambitious plan to knock-out the Soviet Union in one 
vast and brutal campaign proves rash. His army reels from the 
devastation wrought by the Russian winter and the Soviet 
counteroffensive. Britain and the United States strive to supply 
Stalin with much needed armaments via arctic convoys off the 
Norwegian coast, and in the Führer’s mind, he soon comes to 
believe Norway itself will be invaded. Surely the Western Allies will 
seek to secure that convoy route, and disrupt Germany’s iron ore 
supply from Scandinavia. He therefore orders Admiral Raeder to 
bring all naval surface assets to Norwegian ports, including those 
harbored at Brest on the coast of Brittany. Alarmed by the order, the 
admiral offers several counterpoints, emphasizing both the risk to 
those assets and the value of French ports and their proximity to 
convoy routes. The Führer has made up his mind and Operation 
Cerberus moves forward.

SCENARIO ENDS:
This scenario ends when the Germans no longer have a Task 
Force in play (all sunk or Completed). When three Convoys have 
Completed, the Germans are only allowed to perform Air Attack, 
Completion, Pass, and Trajectory actions (however, if a German TF 
can perform Completion, it must do so).

VICTORY:
When the scenario ends, tally each player’s Victory Points (VP). 
The player with more VP wins, and if a tie, the British player wins. If 
no Hits were scored on Convoys and the German player won by a 
margin of 5 VP or less, it is a very marginal victory indeed.

OP7. Non Compos Mentis
February 1942

27

British VP
Each Completed Convoy...

2
other
port

3
Murmansk or

Archangel

Tirpitz is...

German BC is...

3
Damaged

1
7

Sunk

3
German CA/CL/PB is... 0 1

deduct
-1 if dispersed
(thus, other port =1,
Murmansk or
Archangel = 2)

BB 2 CA

Somerville, BB,
BC, CA, 2 CL

2 CA (USA)

Convoy

2 BC, CA

U-Boat force

ESCORT POOL:
At set-up, the British player selects as many as four ships, placing 
them in the Escort Pool on the game board. They may only be 
taken from one or more British TFs (but not from Reinforcement 
Groups). The first time each Convoy is involved in Battle (and it is 
alone in its TF), the British player rolls a die and applies the result 
indicated by the Escort Table. Do this when the Convoy is shifted 
to the Battle Board, after completing the Engage action. After rolling 
the die, the British player may change the result by awarding 1 VP 
to the German player and declaring the new result. If a ship is 
selected from the Escort Pool, place it in the Convoy’s Task Force, 
shifting it immediately to the Battle Board. It returns to the Convoy’s 
TF after Battle.

1d6

5-6

1-4

result

British player selects one or two ships from the Escort Pool.

German player must select one ship from the Escort Pool.

INITIATIVE: Germany.
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zero space

keep handy

keep handy

keep handy
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Trondheim

10 segments

Hvalfjord to
Murmansk

10 segments

Cylde/Liverpool
to Gibraltar

Trondheim
or Narvik

weather
Good
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Round
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German VP

British BB, BC, or CV sunk 1
British CA or CL sunk 0.5

each German BC Completed in:

Prinz Eugen Completed in:

Each Hit on
a Convoy

1
2

Norway

1
1

Kiel

0

CONVOYS:
Convoys can’t be destroyed, they can suffer an infinite number 
of Hits. They can disperse. A convoy may be in a Task Force 
with only two other ships (but not another Convoy). 

Convoy

CA

Tovey, 2 BB,
BC, CV, 6 CA

2 CA

CA
CL

Convoy

BB, PB

All French and
Norwegian ports are
German controlled.
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Nigeria f1 
1/0CA

Edinburgh f1 
1/0CA

Sheffield f1 
1/0CA

Berwick f1 
1/0CA

Kenya f1 
1/0CA

any f1 
1/0CA

any f1 
CA

any f1 
CA

any f1 
CA

any f1 
CA

any f1 
CA

CONVOYvs

-2/na CONVOYvs

-2/na

CONVOYvs

-2/na

Renown
f

2/1

2 
BC Som

erville

Arethusa
f1 

0/-1CL

Inbound

Manchesterf1 
1/0CA

Malaya
s

3/1

2 
BB

K. George V
f

4/2

2 
BB

Victorious m1 
CV

Tovey

USSR

Gibraltar

Hermione
f1 

0/0CL

any
f1 

CL

Wichita f1 
1/0CA

Tuscaloosa
f1 

1/0CA
Suffolk f1 

1/0CA

Duke of York
f

4/2

2 
BB

Pound

2 Rodney
s

3/2BB

Non Compos Mentis: British Ships
Britain starts with Pound
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Pr. Eugenf1 
1/1CA

Scheer m1 
2/1PB

2 Tirpitz
BB

f

4/2

U-BOAT

2 Gneisenau
BC

f

3/2

2 Scharnhorst
BC

f

3/2

Raeder

Non Compos Mentis: German Ships

HISTORICAL OUTCOME:
The Admitalty anticipated this very scenario months earlier, expecting a dash through the English Channel by the 
two German battlecruisers. Indeed, after Coastal Command observed those ships performing trials inside Brest’s 
roads, such an operation seemed imminent. Admiral Sommerville in Gibraltar was alerted, however, in case the 
Germans were actually planning a raid on convoys (and in this scenario, the German player is allowed to do just 
that). Ultimately, inexperienced aircrews and dumb luck allowed the two battlecruisers and the Prinz Eugen to 
make the channel passage while suffering only minor damage.

Germany starts with Raeder

U-Boat force:
When you bring this reinforcement Group into 
play (Reorganize action), place the U-Boat force 
in the U-Boats Box.
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Clyde/Liverpool

Trondheim

Kiel

New York

Murmansk

9 segments

St. Johns to
Cylde/Liverpool

U-Boats Box

Gibraltar

South America is closed 
(Completion not allowed, and 
this port is not an Intel trigger).

Escort Table

Reinforcement
A

Reinforcement
C

Reinforcement
A

Reinforcement
B

Reinforcement
B

The Soviet Union survived Barbarossa but now the Wehrmacht’s 
spring offensive has begun. Tanks, aircraft, trucks, ammunition, 
and other cargo are desperately needed. The arctic convoy route, 
from Iceland to Murmansk, has become the latest battleground 
between the Royal Navy and the Kriegsmarine. The sister ship to 
the sunk Bismarck, the mighty Tirpitz is now in Norway, supported 
by cruisers, land-based Luftwaffe, and U-Boats. There are other 
theaters besides the Russian Front, and they too need convoys. 
British naval assets are stretched thin.

INITIATIVE: Germany.

SCENARIO ENDS:
This scenario ends when the Germans no longer have a Task 
Force in play (all sunk or Completed). When three Convoys have 
Completed, the Germans are only allowed to perform Air Attack, 
Completion, Pass, and Trajectory actions (however, if a German 
TF can perform Completion, it must do so).

VICTORY:
When the scenario ends, tally each player’s 
Victory Points (VP). The player with more VP 
wins, and if a tie, the German player wins if 
the Tirpitz is in a port (completed), and that 
port is not Kiel or Wilhelsmhaven AND at 
least one Hit was scored on a Convoy 
(otherwise the British player wins).

OP8. Cat and Mouse March 1942
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British VP
Each Completed Convoy... Tirpitz is... 1

Hit

German BC is... 0
3

Damaged

0
7

Sunk

3
German CA/CL/PB is... 0 0 1

2
other port

3
Murmansk

-1 if dispersed (other port = 1, Murmansk = 2)

Convoy

BB, CA (USA)

BB

CA (Damaged)

U-Boat forceCA

CA

BB, CA, 2 CLESCORT POOL:
At set-up, the British player selects as many as four ships, placing 
them in the Escort Pool on the game board. They may only be 
taken from one or more British TFs (but not from Reinforcement 
Groups). The first time each Convoy is involved in Battle (and it is 
alone in its TF), the British player rolls a die and applies the result 
indicated by the Escort Table. Do this when the Convoy is shifted 
to the Battle Board, after completing the Engage action. After 
rolling the die, the British player may change the result by 
awarding 1 VP to the German player and declaring the new result. 
If a ship is selected from the Escort Pool, place it in the Convoy’s 
Task Force, shifting it immediately to the Battle Board. It returns to 
the Convoy’s TF after Battle.

1d6

4-6

1-3

result

British player selects one or two ships from the Escort Pool.

German player must select one ship from the Escort Pool.

All French and
Norwegian ports are
German controlled.
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zero space

Scapa Flow
Kiel

keep handy

keep handy

keep handy
weather
Good

10 segments

Hvalfiord to
Murmansk

10 segments

Cylde/Liverpool
to Gibraltar

U-Boats Box

Trondheim

Trondheim
or Narvik

Scapa Flow

Hvalfiord

Place a U-Boat force in the 
U-Boats Box, or, it may set-up in 
a hex with a British TF segment 
(attach Intel marker to the 
segment; the hex may not contain a 
British port or airbase).

Modifie
r

Tally
Initiative

VP

CONTACTCONTACT

W

INTEL
Evasive

Last

RoundBatt
le

Round

U-BOAT

CTF

Search

Engage

CTF

Search

Engage
Strike

Strike

Launch

Launch

mines
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German VP
Each Hit on
a Convoy

1

Convoy

Convoy

CONVOYS:
Convoys can’t be destroyed, they can suffer an infinite number 
of Hits. They can disperse. A convoy may be in a Task Force 
with only two other ships (but not another Convoy). 

BB, PB

2 CA

Tovey, BB,
CV, 5 CA

BB, BC, CA
CA
CL

11

British BB, BC, or CV sunk 2
British CA or CL sunk 0.5
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CONVOYvs

-2/na
CONVOYvs

-2/na

CONVOYvs

-2/na

Sheffield f1 
1/0CA

Renown
f

2/1

2 
BC

Arethusa
f1 

0/-1CL

Inbound

Manchesterf1 
1/0CA

Malaya
s

3/1

2 
BB

K. George V
f

4/2

2 
BB

Victorious m1 
CV Tovey

Berwick f1 
1/0CA

Trinidad f1 
1/0CA

USSR

Gibraltar

Kenya f1 
1/0CA

any
f1 

CL

any
f1 

CL

Wichita f1 
1/0CA

Suffolk f1 
1/0CA

Duke of York
f

4/2

2 
BB

Washington m

3/2

2 
BB

damaged
Nigeria

CA
s

0/-1
1 

London f1 
1/0CA

2 Nelson
s

3/2BB

Pound

any f1 
CA

any f1 
CA

Edinburgh f1 
1/0CA

Cat and Mouse: British Ships
Britain starts with Pound

33
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Pr. Eugenf1 
1/1CAHipper f1 

1/1CA

Scheer m1 
2/1PB

2 Tirpitz
BB

f

4/2

U-BOAT

Raeder

HISTORICAL OUTCOME:
The Tirpitz sortied from Trondheim to intercept PQ-12 but failed to engage. Tovey’s forces failed to locate the 
Tirpitz, despite being within close proximity. Worried that German raiders may attempt to break into the Atlantic, he 
held his assets back. On its return to Narvik, however, the Tirpitz was attacked by aircraft launched from the 
pursuing Victorious. No hits were scored, but it alarmed Hitler so much that he regretted halting production of 
German aircraft carriers.

Cat and Mouse: German Ships
Germany starts with Raeder

U-Boat force:
When you bring this reinforcement Group into 
play (Reorganize action), place the U-Boat force 
marker in the U-Boats Box.

34
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Gibraltar

11 segments

Halifax to
Cylde/Liverpool

Escort Table

Kiel

U-Boats Box

Scapa Flow

Reinforcement
A

Reinforcement
B

Reinforcement
A

Reinforcement
B

The PQ convoys from Hvalifiord to Murmansk have gone well 
thus far for the Royal Navy. The mighty Tirpitz has yet to impose 
herself on that convoy route. U-Boats and the Luftwaffe have 
managed to pick-off merchant vessels, but only in modest and 
acceptable quantities. With German surface ships no longer 
harbored in French ports, Admiral Tovey can concentrate the 
Home Fleet on Norway. However, a breakout attempt by the 
Tirpitz must be guarded against, and if that battleship manages 
to intercept a convoy, those merchant ships will be forced to 
disperse for safety, making them even more vulnerable to 
U-Boats and the Luftwaffe. Will the Führer release the Tirpitz 
and risk its loss? That is the million Reichsmark question.

INITIATIVE: Germany.

SCENARIO ENDS:
This scenario ends when the Germans no longer have a Task 
Force in play (all sunk or Completed). When three Convoys 
have Completed, the Germans are only allowed to perform Air 
Attack, Completion, Pass, and Trajectory actions (however, if a 
German TF can perform Completion, it must do so).

VICTORY:
When the scenario ends, tally each player’s Victory Points (VP). 
The player with more VP wins, and if a tie, the British player 
wins.

OP9. Arctic Calamity July 1942

35

British VP
Each Completed Convoy...

2
other port

3
Archangel

Tirpitz is...

each German CA or PB is...

3
Damaged

1
7

Sunk

3
each German CL is... 0 1-1 if dispersed (other port = 1, Archangel = 2)

Sommerville,
BB, CA, 2 CL

BB, CA

Convoy

All French and
Norwegian ports are
German controlled.

ESCORT POOL:
At set-up, the British player selects as many as four ships, 
placing them in the Escort Pool on the game board. They may 
only be taken from one or more British TFs (but not from 
Reinforcement Groups). The first time each Convoy is involved 
in Battle (and it is alone in its TF), the British player rolls a die 
and applies the result indicated by the Escort Table. Do this 
when the Convoy is shifted to the Battle Board, after completing 
the Engage action. After rolling the die, the British player may 
change the result by awarding 1 VP to the German player and 
declaring the new result. If a ship is selected from the Escort 
Pool, place it in the Convoy’s Task Force, shifting it immediately 
to the Battle Board. It returns to the Convoy’s TF after Battle.

1d6

1or less

5-6

2-4

No escort.   Fuel constraints sent it home.
result

Modi�ers:  -1 if Convoy is dispersed;  -1 if Archangel destination port

British player selects one or two ships from the Escort Pool.

British player must select one ship from the Escort Pool.

BC

U-Boat force
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W

zero space

keep handy

keep handy

keep handy
weather weather

Kiel

12 segments

Hvalfiord to
Archangel

Trondheim

Narvik
Trondheim
or Narvik

Scapa Flow

South America is closed 
(Completion not allowed, and 
this port is not an Intel trigger).

Good

Modifie
r

Tally
Initiative

VP

CONTACTCONTACT

CTF

Search

Engage

CTF

Search

INTEL
Evasive

Last

RoundBatt
le

Round

Engage
Strike

Strike

10 segments

Cylde/Liverpool
to Gibraltar

Trajectory segment & U-Boat 
force start in the same hex; 

attach an Intel marker to the 
segment.Murmansk is closed. No 

TF may perform a 
Completion action there. 
It remains an Intel trigger 

for German TFs.

Launch

Launch

mines
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German VP
British BB, BC, or CV sunk 1

British CA or CL sunk 0.5

Each Hit on
a Convoy

1

U-BOAT

IN
TEL

IN
TEL

Convoy

BB, CA

PB

2 CL

CA
BC

Tovey, 2 BB,
CV, 4 CA

4 CA

Convoy

U-BOAT
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Norfolk f1 
1/0CA

any f1 
CA

any f1 
CA

CONVOYvs

-2/na CONVOYvs

-2/na

CONVOYvs

-2/na

Renown
f

2/1

2 
BC

Inbound

Malaya
s

3/1

2 
BB

K. George V
f

4/2

2 
BB

Victorious m1 
CV

USSR

Gibraltar

Kenya f1 
1/0CA any

f1 
CL

any
f1 

CL

Wichita f1 
1/0CA

Duke of York
f

4/2

2 
BB

Washington m

3/2

2 
BB

London f1 
1/0CA

Tovey

Cumberlandf1 
1/0CA

Tuscaloosa
f1 

1/0CA

Kent f1 
1/0CA

Pound

any f1 
CA

Somerville

Manchesterf1 
1/0CA

Arctic Calamity: British Ships

CONVOYS:
Convoys can’t be destroyed, they can suffer an infinite number of Hits. They can disperse. A 
convoy may be in a Task Force with only two other ships (but not another Convoy). 

MURMANSK CLOSED:
In this scenario, Task Forces may not Complete in Murmansk, although it is British controlled and 
serves as an Intel trigger for German Task Forces. Archangel is open. German air attacks 
pounded Murmansk, making it viable only for the most desperate Allied ships.

Britain starts with Pound

11

37
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Hipper f1 
1/1CA

2 Tirpitz
BB

f

4/2

Köln f1 
1/0CL

Nurnbrgf1 
1/0CL

Lutzow m1 
2/1PB

Raeder

2 Scharnhorst
BC

f

3/2 U-BOAT

Arctic Calamity: German Ships

HISTORICAL OUTCOME:
Along with the Scheer, the Tirpitz was stationed in Altenfjord north of Narvik, in striking range of PQ-17. Fearing its 
loss, Hitler refused to release it, and so that task force never sortied. Its mere presence, however, prompted the 
dispersal of the convoy, allowing U-Boats and bombers to wreak havoc. Seventeen merchant ships were sunk and 
only eleven survived the ordeal. For the Soviet war effort, that meant 3,350 vehicles went to the ocean’s floor, 
along with 430 tanks, 210 aircraft, and nearly 100,000 tons of much needed cargo. Each merchant vessel was 
crewed by over forty men. 

Germany starts with Raeder

U-Boat force:
When you bring this reinforcement Group into 
play (Reorganize action), place the U-Boat force 
in the U-Boats Box.

Scharnhorst:
If the German player brings this ship into play (via 
a Reorganize action), the British player is 
awarded 1 VP.

38
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Applicable only for Snafu 
Checks (Snafu applies 

only to the Advanced 
Battle Rules)

Determines number of 
Rounds.

Good = 3 Rounds
Bad= 2 Rounds

Many of these mini-scenarios 
were inspired by the work of 
Larry Bond and his team in 
Clash of Arms’ excellent tactical 
combat system, Command at 
Sea.

If neither player satisfies their marginal or decisive victory 
condition, the scenario ends in a Draw. If one player 
earns a decisive victory but the other earns a marginal 
victory, the player who earned the decisive victory wins, 
their victory downgraded to marginal. If players earn the 
same victory condition, the British player wins a marginal 
victory. 

The scenario ends at the conclusion of the Last Round. Last Round is 
determined by the Weather. If playing Advanced Battle Rules, an extra 

Round is played if the Last Round ends without any ships Running. The 
Snafu Check may also add an extra Round.

Intended to present brief historical situations using 
only the Battle Board and rules pertaining to Battle 
resolution, these mini-scenarios take little time to 
set up and play. They are best played using the 
Advanced Battle Rules. They also lend themselves 
to solitaire play (if the player is willing to run both 
sides; there is no AI).

Mini-Scenarios
39

Victory Conditions

Title

Historical Situation

Active Player

Weather

Special Instructions

Set-Up

Attitude

Last Round

Indicates ships, set-up 
zone, attitude, and in 
some cases, Hits and 

special effects. A “special 
effect” applies only to the 

Advanced Battle Rules.

Closing, Running, and 
Acquiring only apply to 

the Advanced Battle 
Rules. 

“Cripple”
Cripple means Damaged 
or Special Effect (Special 

Effect is applicable to 
Advanced Battle Rules).
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Graf Speem1 
2/1PB

Ajax
f1 

0/0CL

Achilles
f1 

0/0CL
Exeter f1 

1/0CA

CLO
SIN

G

RUNNIN
G

Last

Round

Batt
le

Round

In two months the Graf Spee sank 50,000 
tons of British shipping in the South Atlantic, 
bagging nine merchant ships. The Exeter’s 
cruiser squadron has finally cornered the 
raider in the estuary of the River Plate, just 
after dawn.

ACTIVE PLAYER: British.

WEATHER: Good.

HISTORICAL OUTCOME:
Outnumbered, the Graf Spee opened the 
battle with her heavy guns, answered by 
the Exeter’s 8 inch guns. While the Exeter 
took a beating, outgunned and now 
crippled, the light cruisers charged in with 
torpedoes. That sent the Graf Spee running 
as she escaped to the safety of Montevideo 
Harbor. 

MS1: Cornered
December 1939

40

Victory Conditions

British

Decisive Marginal

German

sink Graf Spee cripple Graf Spee

sink an enemy ship,
or, cripple one and

break away
break away, or,

cripple an enemy ship

Far: Closing

Far: Running

COMBINING WITH MS2:
You may meld this with scenario MS2. If the 
outcome of MS1 is anything but a British 
decisive victory, play MS2 after the conclusion 
of this mini-scenario. Keep all Hits and special 
effects (if any), and the British player may 
replace one ship with the Cumberland (the 
replaced ship may be sunk). Use the victory 
conditions of MS2 to determine the outcome 
of this combined mini-scenario.

Note: “Cripple” means a ship is Damaged, and if playing Advanced 
Battle Rules, it also refers to a ship that suffered a special effect.
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Cumberland1 
1/0CA

Ajax
f1 

0/0CL

Achilles
f1 

0/0CL

CLO
SIN

G

Last

Round

Batt
le

Round

damaged
Graf Spee

PB
s

1/0
2 
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Believing the British hunting force to be larger 
than it was, Captain Langsdorf secreted his 
crew off the Graf Spee during the night and 
then scuttled her. In this alternate history 
mini-scenario, however, Langsdorf has 
second thoughts. At dawn, he gives the order 
to sortie into the estuary and dash for open 
water...and home. British cruisers are waiting 
nearby, and just getting through the estuary 
will require a battle.

ACTIVE PLAYER: British.

WEATHER: Good.

SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS:
Graf Spee may only attempt Break Away 
when in the Near zone.

SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS:
These Special Instructions only apply when 
playing Advanced Battle Rules. British ships 
may set-up in any attitude (they don’t have to 
share the same attitude). Skip the Break Away 
step until Round Three.

HISTORICAL OUTCOME:
The Graf Spee was not authorized by the 
Uruguay government to remain in harbor. 
Faced with internment and risking betrayal 
(British diplomats demanded the 
Uruguayans intern the German ship), 
Captain Langsdorf faced an impossible 
situation, and ordered his ship scuttled. 
Detonations sent the Graf Spee down 
before this battle could happen.

MS2: Escape
December 1939

Victory Conditions

British

Decisive Marginal

German

sink Graf Spee
and no crippled

or sunk British ships sink Graf Spee

cripple or sink
3 enemy ships break away

Far: any attitude

Far: Closing

Note: “Cripple” means a ship is Damaged, and if playing Advanced 
Battle Rules, it also refers to a ship that suffered a special effect.
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SQUADRON

s
0/naDD
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?

Last
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To disrupt the Reich’s iron shipments 
emanating from Sweden, the Royal Navy is 
tasked with setting mines along the 
Norwegian coast and patrolling those waters 
to clear the way for landing troops in Narvik. A 
battlecruiser and its destroyer squadron near 
Vestfjord sight two enemy vessels. Without 
delay, they close and open fire.

ACTIVE PLAYER: British.

WEATHER: Bad.

SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS (Adv. Rules):
Do not perform a Snafu Check. Instead, the 
British player starts with a Confusion marker.

SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS – DESTROYERS:
The DD Squadron represents eight 
destroyers. After suffering eight Hits, it is 
destroyed. The squadron may fire torpedoes 
twice.

HISTORICAL OUTCOME:
Unbeknowest to the British, the German 
invasion of Norway was underway. The two 
German BCs were returning from escorting 
troop ships. When British guns opened on 
them, the Germans misidentified the 
destroyers as capital ships. Guarding the 
approach to Narvik, where British forces 
were set to land, the Renown inflicted 
minor damage. Rough sea proved itself a 
third adversary in this confused battle. The 
Germans soon broke off.

MS3: Norwegian Patrol
April 1940

Victory Conditions

British

Decisive Marginal

German

sink an enemy BC, or,
cripple both

if the Renown is crippled,
break away

sink Renown cripple Renown

Near: Running

Far: Running

8 Hits max.
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British troops are evacuating Narvik, while 
German forces have launched a new 
offensive to the north to hurry that process 
along. Covering the evacuation are several 
assets of the Home Fleet, including the HMS 
Glorious, but it detaches to return home to 
refuel. Enroute, it bumps into assets of 
Operation Juno.

ACTIVE PLAYER: German.

WEATHER: Good.

SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS (Adv. Rules):
During the Snafu Check, if a 7 is rolled, the 
British player conducts an Air Strike against 
one enemy ship (0 column, no modifiers). If 
the Snafu Check is an 8, the British player 
adds the Renown to his forces at set-up. 
These results replace those of the Snafu 
Table.

DESTROYERS:
The DD Squadron represents two destroyers. 
After suffering a second Hit, it is destroyed. 
The DD Squadron may fire torpedoes once. 

HISTORICAL OUTCOME:
While supporting the convoy off Harstad, 
the two German battlecruisers spotted the 
Glorious steaming out. Caught unawares, 
with no air cover, the Glorious attempted to 
elude the enemy but gunners found their 
range. As the aircraft carrier met its 
demise, her destroyers valiently charged 
and torpedoed the Scharnhorst. Flooding 
was significant but not debilitating.

MS4: Chance Encounter
June 1940

Victory Conditions

British

Decisive Marginal

German

Glorious breaks away
(not crippled)

Glorious breaks away
crippled

sink Glorious cripple Glorious

Far: Closing

Far: Running

2 Hits max.
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This ‘ship’ represents French guns on 
shore. Treat like a ship except it can’t 
move, create smoke, and is never 
Damaged or sunk. If playing 
Advanced Battle Rules, it is immune 
to Special Effects.

Dunkerque
f

4/2

2 
BC

Bretagne
m

3/1

2 
BB

Provence
m

3/1

2 
BB

Strasbourg
f

4/2

2 
BC

Hood
f

3/1

2 
BC

Resolution
s

3/1

2 
BB

Valiant
s

3/1

2 
BB

Arethusa
f1 

0/-1CL

Last

Round

Batt
le

Round

stopped 1/0
Shore Battery

44

After the fall of France, offering its own ports 
or those of the U.S.A, the British demanded  
French naval assets harbor in ports where the 
Nazis could not commandeer them. The Vichy 
government refused, desiring to maintain 
control of its own fleet and not ire Hitler. As 
negotiations dragged on, Force H steamed 
cautiously into the harbor of Mers-El-Kebir, 
covered by the Ark Royal’s aircraft. 

ACTIVE PLAYER: British.

WEATHER: Good.

HISTORICAL OUTCOME:
The French watched the British enter the 
harbor and witheld fire, not wanting to 
precipitate action against their allies. 
Operation Catapult commenced with a 
dizzying blast of British guns. The French 
returned fire, but in minutes the 
Dunquerque was stopped, the Provence 
sunk, and the Bretagne beached.

MS5: With Friends Like These...
July 1940

Near: Running

Far: any attitude

Victory Conditions

British

Decisive Marginal

French

sink both French BCs,
and, cripple or sink

2 French BBs

sink 1 French BC, and,
cripple or sink 

1 other French ship

no sunk or crippled
French ships

no sunk French ships, or,
2 French ships

break away
(must include a BC)

SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS A (French gunnery):
French ships may not perform gunnery until the Round 
after one or more British ships perform gunnery. Until a 
French ship fires, all French ships are considered to 
have a speed of very slow (VS). 

SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS C (Snafu Check):
This Special Instruction applies only when playing the 
Advanced Battle Rules. If a 6 is rolled during the 
Snafu Check, replace the result with this special 
result: The British player performs an Air Strike (0 
column, +1 total modifiers). And, if the Snafu Check is 
an 8, replace the normal result with this: the French 
shore battery may attack starting the moment British 
ships perform gunnery.

SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS B (French maneuver):
Due to the confined port, only 2 French ships may move 
during the Maneuver step each Round. French ships may 
not move or change attitude during Round One. 
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The Scheer’s scoutplane sighted Convoy 
HX-84, allowing the pocket battleship to 
intercept it. The convoy’s lone escort, a lightly 
armed merchant marine named the Jervis 
Bay, spotted the Scheer a little over ten miles 
out. 

ACTIVE PLAYER: German.

WEATHER: Good.

SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS:
The DD Squadron  represents the Jervis Bay. 
If it suffers a Hit, it is destroyed. The Jervis 
Bay is not torpedo capable,
nor may it produce smoke.

HISTORICAL OUTCOME:
Signalling the convoy to scatter, Captain 
Fegen sent the Jervis Bay into the face of 
the German ship. The escort went to the 
bottom after a brief fight, earning Fegen a 
posthumous Victoria Cross. Captain 
Krancke of the Scheer bagged seven more 
ships from the convoy, but the most 
significant result of the sea battle was the 
Royal Navy’s determination to use 
battleships for escort duty henceforth.

MS6: Hard Lesson
November 1940

Victory Conditions

British

Decisive Marginal

German

Scheer
crippled or sunk

less than 4 Hits
scored on the Convoy,

and, Convoy not dispersed

score 6 or more Hits
on the Convoy

score 4 or 5 Hits
on the Convoy

Far: Running

Far: any attitude

Far: Closing

1 Hit max.
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Operation Berlin succeeded in freeing the 
Scharnhorst and the Gneisenau into the open 
Atlantic. Their mission: hunt British convoys.

ACTIVE PLAYER: German.

WEATHER: Good.

SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS:
The Convoy may not disperse unless the 
Ramilles is crippled, sunk, or breaks away.

HISTORICAL OUTCOME:
Admiral Lutjens, in command of the two 
German hunters, was under orders to 
destroy enemy shipping but not risk his 
own ships against equal enemy strength. 
Although his ships outgunned the Ramilles 
at longer ranges, he ordered withdrawal. 
This was a battle that never happened.

MS7: Clash on the High Sea?
February 1941

Victory Conditions

British

Decisive Marginal

German

cripple 2 enemy BCs
or sink one cripple 1 enemy BC

score 8 or more Hits
on the Convoy

score 4 to 7 Hits
on the Convoy

Far: Running

Far: Closing
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Frustrated by the presence of heavy escort, 
Admiral Lutjens continues his mission to 
engage and destroy British shipping. His 
battlecruisers are now hunting for convoys to 
the south, under orders to avoid tangling with 
enemy vessels of equal or greater strength. 
Meanwhile for the Royal Navy, diverting 
battleships to escort convoys has put a strain 
on resources, but thus far, it has kept enemy 
surface hunters at bay.

ACTIVE PLAYER: German.

WEATHER: Good.

SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS:
The Convoy may not disperse unless the 
Malaya is crippled, sunk, or breaks away.

HISTORICAL OUTCOME:
The presence of the Malaya inspired 
Admiral Lutjens to withdraw before a shot 
was fired. This mini-scenario keeps him in 
range a while longer, succumbing to 
temptation.

MS8: Another Opportunity?
March 1941

Victory Conditions

British

Decisive

MS
7 & 8

MS
7 & 8

MS8

MS8

MS8

MS8

Marginal

German

cripple 2 enemy BCs
or sink one

scripple or sink
both BCs

score 7 to 11 Hits
on the Convoy

6 or fewer Hits
on Convoys

12 or more Hits
on Convoys

cripple 1 enemy BC

score 8 or more
Hits on the Convoy

score 4 to 7 Hits
on the Convoy

Far: Closing

Far: Closing

COMBINED SCENARIOS
You may combine this with mini-scenario 7. Play one after the 
other. After the first mini-scenario, the German player may remove 
one Hit marker from each BC (but Damaged ships may not be 
undamaged). If playing Advanced Battle Rules, a ‘port’ or ‘scuttle’ 
result on the Disengagement Check table removes that ship from 
the next scenario. An ‘oil’ result on a German ship allows the 
British player to add 2 CAs of their choosing to their set-up (Far 
zone, Closing attitude). If both German BCs are unavailable, the 
second scenario is an automatic British decisive victory. After the 
second mini-scenario concludes, check the lower row in the Victory 
Conditions box to determine the outcome of the combined 
scenarios.
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After slipping around Iceland and shadowed 
by British cruisers, the Bismarck heads into 
the open Atlantic to hunt for merchant 
shipping. In the early morning hours of May 
24 it is intercepted by two British ships. Their 
mission: engage and destroy Germany’s most 
fearsome naval vessel.

ACTIVE PLAYER: British.

WEATHER: Good.

HISTORICAL OUTCOME:
The result is legendary. The two German 
ships opened on the Hood and fifteen 
minutes later that British ship was wracked 
by explosions and sank. The Prince of 
Wales escaped with little damage, but the 
Bismarck trailed a slick of oil as she sought 
a French port.

MS9: Sink the Bismarck
May 1941

Far: Closing

Far: Acquiring

Victory Conditions

British

Decisive Marginal

German

sink Bismarck cripple Bismarck

sink 1 enemy ship, or,
cripple 2 cripple 1 enemy ship

SPECIAL OPTIONAL RULE
This Special Rule applies only when playing Advanced Battle Rules. By mutual agreement, do not 
perform a Snafu Check. Instead, award the German player the Confusion marker. It has the normal 
Snafu function. This optional rule benefits the German player, and it simulates the British 
mis-identification of the German cruiser (they thought it was the bigger ship). 
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After the demise of the Hood (in MS9), the 
Bismarck’s trail of oil made her easy to follow. 
Assailed from the air more than once, she had 
eluded fatal confrontation on the sea, as she 
made her way to France. With only a few 
hours to go before reaching the safety of 
German air cover, a British hunter squadron 
intercepts the now crippled ship.

COMBINING MINI-SCENARIOS 8 & 9:
You may play these two scenarios as a 
combined set. Determine victory using 
Mini-Scenario 9’s victory conditions. After the 
first scenario, if the Bismarck is not sunk, play 
MS9 but keep the Bismarck’s Hits and special 
effects from the first scenario. The German 
player may add the Prince Eugen to MS9 (if it 
survived MS8 undamaged), but if they do so, 
the British player may add the undamaged 
ships that survived MS8 too (keep all Hits 
from the first scenario). The Prince Eugen 
starts with the Bismarck, but the British ships 
arrive during the Break Away step of Round 
One ( place in the Far zone, closing).

SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS B:
Break Off may not be attempted 
until Round Two.

ACTIVE PLAYER: British.

WEATHER: Good.

SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS A:
This Special Rule only applies when playing the Advanced Battle Rules. If an 8 or 9 is rolled during the Snafu Check, 
replace the result with this special result: The British player performs an Air Strike against the Bismarck (0 column, +1 
total modifiers). If the Snafu Check roll is a 6, however, the German player performs an Air Strike (0 column, no 
modifiers).

HISTORICAL OUTCOME:
Pounded by the British battleships, the 
Bismarck ruggedly carried on. Torpedo 
attacks from the Dorsetshire did her in.

MS10: Three Days Later
May 1941

Far: Running

Far: Closing

Victory Conditions

British

Decisive Marginal

German

sink Bismarck and
no crippled British ships sink Bismarck

break away
with no additional Hits

break away, or,
survive last round

(Adv. Rules: no port or scuttle
Disengagement Check result)

Rudder Out: Advanced Battle Rules
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Believing a Murmansk convoy had lost its 
escort, Admiral Raeder ordered two German 
hunters to intercept it from Norway. The 
Lutzow and the Hipper steamed north and 
sighted the British convoy. They approached 
from the stern and soon British destroyers 
escorting the convoy turned to engage the 
hunters. 

ACTIVE PLAYER: German.

WEATHER: Bad.

SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS – DESTROYERS:
There are 6 destroyers in the DD Squadron 
(remove the ship marker if it has suffered 6 
Hits; it may fire torpedoes twice).

SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS – CRUISERS:
The two British cruisers enter the Far zone 
during the Break Away step of Round One.

HISTORICAL OUTCOME:
British escort was aggressive and German 
hunters proved wary of torpedoes. The 
result was only two destroyers sunk and no 
merchant ships. When the British cruisers 
arrived, the Germans withdrew. Hitler was 
furious, and Raeder was permitted to 
resign.

MS11: Skirmish on the Barents Sea
December 1942

Near: Closing

Far zone: Closing
enter Break Away step:

Far: any attitude(s)

Victory Conditions

British

Decisive Marginal

German

sink 1 German ship cripple 1 German ship

score 6 or more Hits
on the Convoy

score 4 or 5 Hits
on the Convoy

6 Hits max.
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The battlecruiser Scharnhorst sorties to 
intercept Murmansk bound convoys. A British 
hunting force consisting of cruisers and the 
battleship Duke of York lurks in wait, hoping to 
send the last German surface threat to the 
bottom.

ACTIVE PLAYER: British

WEATHER: Bad.

SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS:
This mini-scenario is played in three parts, 
each part is two Rounds long. For each, the 
British player rolls 2d6 to determine which 
force he gets to use:
In each Part, ships set-up in their 
respective Far zones. Except for the DD 
Squadron and the Convoy, the British 
player may elect to keep a ship out of the 
game if it is crippled. All other ships must 
participate regardless of Hits and special 
effects incurred in a previous Part.

Advanced Battle Rules:
Snafu Checks & Disengagement Checks:
Perform a Snafu Check at the start of 
each part. At the end of each part, 
perform Disengagement Checks. If a 
German BC garners a ‘port’ result, treat 
as a ‘-’ result instead.

HISTORICAL OUTCOME:
The British were determined to lure the 
German ship into confrontation with the 
Duke of York, which eventually happened. 
The Scharnhorst’s initial engagement with 
the cruisers dismantled its long range 
radar, and coupled with the rough seas, 
that battlecruiser never managed to 
engage merchant ships. The Duke of York 
sent it to the bottom, concluding the last 
violent tango of battle wagons in the 
European theater of operations.

Scharnhorst sets-up in the 
Far zone in any attitude, but 

select (secretly) before British 
player determines which 

Force he is using.

MS12: Finale
December 1943

Force A

Force C

Force B
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Victory Conditions

British

Decisive

Force2d6 Modifiers:
+2 if the Convoy has been the target of gunnery;
+3 if the German BC is crippled.

A2-7
B8-10
C11+

Marginal

German

sink Scharnhorst
cripple Scharnhorst

and
less than 3 Convoy Hits

score 6 or more Hits
on the Convoy, or, sink or
cripple the Duke of York
and score 3 or more Hits

on the Convoy

score 3 to 5 Hits on the
Convoy, or, cripple 3 ships,

or, sink the Duke of York
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The Campaign Game is played as a series of five “operations,” pitting two players against each other. An 
Operation is roughly equivalent to an operational (OP) scenario. You win an Operation by scoring more 
Victory Points (VP) than your opponent (Britain wins a tie), and the first player to win three Operations 
wins the Campaign (which means you may not have to play the fourth or fifth Operation). The British player 
earns VP by Completing Convoys in their destination ports while the German player earns VP by scoring 
Hits on Convoys. Taken altogether, the Operations paint a rough sketch of the arc of the war at sea from 
1939 into 1942.

To play the Campaign Game, select sides and follow the Sequence of Play outlined on this page and 
explained in detail in the remainder of this book. If playing solitaire, you make decisions for both sides, 
there is no A.I. 
Play Tip: This Campaign requires good familiarity with Atlantic Chase. Decisions made during set-up at the start of 
each Operation should be informed by experience and the expectations developed by playing scenarios. Regardless 
of your experience, read all the way through p. 62 before starting. 

Operation One: 1939 (p. 58)

Players commence each Operation by 
simultaneously selecting their ships. Use the 
Force Pool Schedules to make selections (found 
on the Campaign player aids). Each schedule is 
organized by Operation (row) and ship class 
(column), and indicates how many ships of each 
class are allowed at the start of the Operation. 
For example, in the first Operation, the British 
are allowed 2 CLs at start. The British player 
selects any two CL ships. You may not select 
sunk or scuttled ships, or ships stuck in a closed 
port (in the first Operation no ports are closed 
and no ships are sunk or scuttled). In some 
Operations, British BBs are restricted by speed 
(that is, if “slow” is indicated, select only slow 
BBs). The Schedule also indicates how many 
Leaders are allowed (players select them too; if 
playing solitaire, you may draw them at 
random). Set selected ships and leaders aside in 
preparation for the set-up step (Step Two). 

STEP ONE: Force Pool Selection

The Force Pool Schedule indicates how many 
additional ships and Leaders are granted as 
reinforcements. The player selects them now 
and sets them aside (don’t confuse them with 
at-start ships and leaders).

SIMULTANEOUS: Players should make their 
selections in Step One simultaneously, without 
looking at each other’s selections.

Reinforcements

1. Force Pool Selection (p. 52)
2. Set Up (British �rst) (p. 53)
3. Action Sequence (British Initiative) (p. 55)
4. Resolution (p. 56)

Operation Two: 1940  (p. 58)

Operation Three: 1941  (p. 62)

Operation Four: 1941 (p. 62) (if necessary)

Repeat Steps 1-4

Repeat Steps 1-4

Repeat Steps 1-4

Operation Five: 1942 (p. 62) (if necessary)

Repeat Steps 1-4

Win the Campaign by winning three Operations.

52

Invasion Norway? The British player must 
choose one of two variants for Operation 
Two: Invasion Norway or Britain Beseiged. 
That decision will start the Operation’s 
clock either in April 1940 (Invasion Norway) 
or July 1940 (Britain Beseiged). See p. 58 
for details.

Campaign Game: Sequence of Play

Campaign Game
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Set up Task Forces as Stations

Mines at set-up

The British player sets up first. They organize 
ships into Task Forces on their Task Force 
Display, and then places Task Force Stations 
onto the Operations Map. All Task Forces 
start as Stations, even those with Convoys. 
If the British player has a Mines stealth force 
available, that must be placed on the map now as 
well. Then, the German player does the same, 
organizing ships into Task Forces. A U-Boat force 
starts in the U-Boats Box. If a player is allowed 
an airbase in Norway (possible in Ops 3-5 only), 
it must be placed when they set up, either in 
Narvik or Trondheim. 

SET-UP LOCATION: Each player has their own 
Force Pool Schedule indicating where Stations 
set up on the Operations Map (if a port is 
indicated, the Station may set up in either the 
port’s hex or in the Port Box). A U-Boat force 
must start in the U-Boats Box, while the Mines 
must be placed on the Operations Map in a hex 
next to a friendly port. 

ULTRA & B-DIENST: In Operation One and 
Two, the German player gets a free Intel marker, 
and the British player gets one in Operation 
Three, Four, and Five. This free marker may be 
played by attaching it to an enemy Trajectory 
segment, anywhere on the Operations Map.

Example: If a TF contains a BB and a 
CA, it may start in Hvalfjord. In 
Operation Two, if the CA is alone in a 
TF (or with other cruisers but no BBs), 
it may set up in a hex adjacent to 
Hvalfjord.

Leaders set up attached to a ship (EXCEPTION: 
Raeder and Pound are placed in reach of the 
player, while Prien is attached to a U-Boat force). 
If a Leader died in a previous Operation, it is 
permanently out of play and can’t be used.

The German player organizes their reinforcement 
ships and leaders into Reinforcement Groups, 
placing Reinforcement Group markers into port 
boxes. Then the British player does the same with 
their reinforcing ships and leaders. Place the 
ships onto the Task Force Display in their 
respective Reinforcement Group Boxes. Attach 
Leaders to ships (Prien to a U-Boat marker). 
Pound and Raeder are exceptions; they must be 
placed in a Reinforcement Group by themselves.

Unlike Task Force Stations, it is 
possible and legal to set up a Mines 
stealth force in a hex with an enemy 
port or airbase, or an enemy Mines.

German New & Old
The German Force Pool Schedule distinguishes 
between ‘old’ and ‘new’ ships. An old ship is one that 
has entered play in a previous Operation, and is in a 
Port Box.

STEP TWO: Set-Up

yes no
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Inbound Table

1d6 1-3
1-2 Africa
3 Gibraltar

5
Africa

Murmansk
4 New York Gibraltar

5-6 Halifax

4
O p e r a t i o n

Africa
Gibraltar
St. John’s

Halifax New York*
Destination Port = Hvalfjord

Outbound Table

1d6 1
1-2 New York
3 Gibraltar

4-5
Gibraltar
Halifax

4 Narvik Archangel
5-6 Africa

2-4
O p e r a t i o n

Gibraltar
New York
St. John’s

Africa Murmansk

Convoy Reinforcement Table

1d6 1
1-2 In
3 In

4-5
In

Out
4 In Out

5-6 Out

2-3
O p e r a t i o n

In
In

Out
Out Out

*

CONVOYvs

-2/na

dispersedvs

na
CONVOYvs

-2/na

Inbound

Hvalfiord

St.Johns

Halifax

Gibraltar

Africa

NewYork

USSR

May suffer infinite Hits,
and may disperse.

Destroyed by 4 Hits,
and may not disperse.

Invasion Norway only:

The British player starts each Operation with two 
Convoys, one inbound and one outbound. There 
are restrictions on the number of ships a Convoy 
may share a Task Force with (see Convoy 
Limits on the Campaign player aid). These 
limits last the duration of the Operation. After 
three Convoys perform Completion actions, the 
British player is immune to British Rationing for 
the remainder of the Operation (for British 
Rationing, see p. 56).

British Convoys can withstand an infinite 
number of Hits, and they may disperse. Hits 
provide the German player with Victory Points 
(VP) (see p. 56).

British Convoys

Unless the British player invokes the Invasion 
Norway option at the start of Operation Two, the 
German force pool does not include Convoys. If 
that option is invoked, however, German 
Convoys will enter play (they carry troops and 
supplies for invasion). They are destroyed if they 
suffer four Hits, but they may not disperse. 

During Step 1 of set-up, assign a Convoy 
to a Reinforcement Group. Roll a die to 
determine the Convoy’s direction, either 
“In” (inbound) or “Out” (outbound). 
Then, check the appropriate table to 
determine starting port and destination 
port, either the Inbound Port table or the 
Outbound Port table. Outbound Convoys 
start in Clyde/Liverpool or Portsmouth 
(or, if bound for the Soviet Union, 
Hvalfiord).

German Convoys

TWO STARTING CONVOYS: To determine 
which port an inbound Convoy starts in, the 
British player rolls a die and finds the result on 
the Inbound Table of the Campaign player aid. 
Its Destination Port must be Clyde/Liverpool or 
Portsmouth (this may be chosen at the moment 
of a Completion action). The outbound Convoy 
must be in a Task Force that starts in the 
Clyde/Liverpool or the Portsmouth Port Box (or, 
if Murmansk or Archangel is the destination, it 
may start in Hvalfjordur). To determine its 
destination port, roll a die and find the result on 
the Outbound Table on the Campaign player 
aid (do this during Step Two of set-up). 

11
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After players finish set-up, begin the Action 
Sequence. The British player has Initiative 
and the Weather starts Good. Continue the 
Action Sequence until it ends.

If a German Task Force is removed because its 
last ship (or only ship) was sunk in battle or by 
an air strike or Stealth attack (Mines), AND the 
only other German Task Forces are Stations in 
port (in hexes on the Operations Map or in port 
boxes), the Operation immediately ends and the 
British player automatically wins the Operation 
regardless of VP.
Play Note: The German player must guard against 
pyrric victories. The Campaign Game should 
demonstrate why Kriegsmarine leadership took care 
with assets. The German player will do well to learn 
the art of discrete victory, scampering to safe ports 
when they enjoy a lead in VP.

Thus: When a third British Convoy Completes, the 
British player has a choice: declare cessation or 
bring in a fourth Convoy.

STEP THREE: Action Sequence

British Sudden Death Op Victory

The British player may hasten the Operation’s 
end. After three British Convoys successfully 
perform Completion actions, the British player 
MAY declare a “cessation” to the Action 
Sequence. This declaration may only be made at 
the moment of Completion. The British player’s 
declaration does not actually terminate the 
Operation. It restricts the German player’s 
actions for the remainder of the Operation, (see 
“German Limitations”). If the British player opts 
to NOT make this declaration, no limitations are 
placed on the German player, and the British 
player must bring into play a fourth Convoy. 

Cessation: Three Convoys

If a player does not have Task Forces anywhere 
on the game board (because they performed 
Completion actions or were sunk), the Action 
Sequence immediately ends. Also, if all German 
Task Forces are Stations, and those Stations are 
in Port Boxes, the German player MAY declare 
the Action Sequence ended. This declaration 
ends the Action Sequence immediately. 

Operation Ends

If the British player Completes a third Convoy but 
does not declare cessation, they MUST 
immediately place a new British Convoy in a 
Reinforcement Group. Recycle one of the 
Completed Convoy markers and create a new 
Reinforcement Group; if there is no Reinforcement 
Group marker available, the British player MUST 
make the cessation declaration. When the fourth 
Convoy Completes in its destination port, the 
British player again has the opportunity to make 
the cessation declaration, and if they decline, they 
must create a fifth Convoy as a reinforcement. A 
sixth or seventh Convoy is possible...the loop may 
continue limited only the players’ patience.

The Fourth Convoy?

A situation may arise in which a player may wish 
to concede victory of the Operation to their 
opponent. By mutual agreement, the Opearation 
may end prematurely.

Concede?

GERMAN LIMITATIONS:
Once the British player makes the cessation 
declaration, the German player is no longer 
permitted to perform certain actions: Engage, 
Naval Search, Signals, and Stealth recon or attack. 
Thus, after declaration, the only actions the 
German player is allowed are: Air Strike, 
Completion, Pass, Reorganize, and Trajectory. 
Although they may merge and split Task Force 
Stations as part of a Reorganize action, they may 
not attempt to enter reinforcements after the 
cessation declaration.

SUMMARY: After British declaration of cessation,
the German player may only perform...

Air Strike, Completion, Pass, Reorganize
(but not Reinforcement), Trajectory actions;
If Completion is possible, it MUST be attempted.

British Cessation Declaration

There is one very important additional restriction: 
If a German Task Force is eligible to perform a 
Completion action (its Trajectory is short enough 
and has no Intel attachments), that Task Force 
MUST make the attempt before any other action is 
performed.
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VP

When the Action Sequence ends, players assess 
victory and then prepare for the next Operation. 

Victory is awarded to the player with more 
Victory Points (VP). If a tie, the British player 
wins the Operation. Of course, if the British 
player won a “sudden death” victory (see. p. 55), 
they win regardless of VP. 

STEP FOUR: Resolution

In preparation for the 
next Operation, reset 
the VP score to zero. 
Then, perform these 
tasks in this order: 

Reset

Reset
VP is awarded as follows:

Operation’s Victory

British scores VP:

German scores VP:

If the victor has won three Operations, the game 
is over and they are the Campaign winner. If less 
than three, proceed to Reset. 

Game Over?

Before three Convoys have Completed, during the 
Action Sequence, award 1 VP each time the 
German player performs a Pass action, but ONLY 
IF  either case is true:
Case 1: the British do not have a Convoy on the 
Operations Map (in a Task Force), or, Case 2: if 
the only Task Forces with Convoys are Stations 
(or Trajectories with a single segment) AND those 
Stations or segments are in British controlled 
ports (in a port hex or Port Box).

British Rationing

Ships that were not sunk are available for the next 
Operation (during Step One). 

BRITISH SHIPS: The British player removes all of 
the ships from their Task Force Display and sets 
them aside until Step One of the next Operation. 
Set Leaders aside too. They are automatically 
available for selection during Step One, but if not 
selected, the ship/leader remains available for 
subsequent Operations.

a. Return Ships and Leaders 

a. Return Ships 
b. Clean-Up
c. Repair Ships
d. Port Checks

GERMAN SHIPS: Set Leaders aside. All Task 
Forces are either Completed, or are in Port Boxes, 
and their ships must now be placed in 
corresponding Port Boxes. For example, if a Task 
Force Completed in Kiel, its ships must be 
transferred directly to the Kiel Port Box.  In the 
next Operation, ships not in Port Boxes (’new’ 
ships) must start in Kiel or Wilhelsmhaven.

2 VP

1 VP

+1 VP

1 VP

Example: In this Operation, 
one Convoy has Completed. 
The two British Task Forces 

shown here each contain a 
Convoy. There are no other 

British Task Forces that 
have Convoys in them. If 

the German player 
performs a Pass action, the 

Germans score 1 VP for 
British Rationing.

Each British Convoy Completes in 
Destination Port (reduced to 1VP if 
Dispersed)

If the Convoy’s Destination Port is 
Murmansk or Archangel (+0 if 
Dispersed)

Each German BB/BC/CV sunk

Each Hit on a German Convoy or DD 
Squadron (Invasion Norway only)

1 VP
Each Hit on a Convoy (if Dispersed, 
only1VP can be scored each gunnery or 
torpedo attack, even when 2 Hits are scored)

1 VP Each British BB/BC/CV sunk

1 VP British Rationing
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German Repair Table
Kiel Norway

die (1d6)result
1scuttled

2-3remains damaged
4-6repaired

die (1d6)

1-2
3-4
5-6

France
die (1d6)

1
2-4
5-6

South America
result

scuttled
remains damaged

die (1d6)

1-4
5
6 repaired

The German player must check each friendly port 
to see if it is closed or open. Kiel is always open 
and should not be checked. All British ports 
remain permanently open as well. To make the 
check, roll a die and find the result on the Port 
Check Table (printed on the game board inside 
each Port Box; if the Port Box does not have a 
table, don’t check it).

OPEN: If the result is “open,” the port is 
operational. That means it functions normally.

d. Port Checks
HITS & DAMAGE: Remove Hit markers. A 
Damaged ship, German or British, remains 
Damaged. If playing the Advanced Battle Rules, 
remove No Radar and Oil markers, but keep 
Special Effect markers attached.

OPERATIONS MAP: Players clear the Operations 
Map and Port Boxes of Task Force Stations, 
Trajectory segments, Reinforcement Group 
markers, Intel markers, Contact markers, 
Leaders, Mines, U-Boat forces, and airbase 
markers (if any).

b. Clean Up

Players check each of their Damaged ships. Roll a 
die for each and find the result on each player’s 
Repair Table (on their Campaign player aid). The 
German player finds the result under the column 
corresponding to the ship’s port, the British 
player uses the British Repair Table (port doesn’t 
matter). If the result is “Repair,” flip the ship 
marker over. If “Scuttled,” remove it from play (it 
is sunk, but the opponent does not earn VP for 
it). If “remains damaged,” the ship may be 
assigned a Task Force in the next Operation but 
it remains Damaged. It may undergo a Repair 
Check during Step 4 of the next Operation. If 
playing the Advanced Battle Rules, make a 
Repair Check for each special effect. 

Design & Play Note: The Campaign Game is intended to present the asymmetrical positions of the 
two surface fleets. The Home Fleet has a preponderance of force, and yet the Kriegsmarine initiates 
the action. They decide where the point of stress shall be, and it is up to the British player to respond. 

For the German player, the most effective port is Kiel 
in Germany. French ports, and Wilhelmshaven too, 
were targets for relentless British air attack.

c. Repair Ships (Repair Checks)

AUTOMATICALLY OPEN: A port may not remain 
closed two Operations in a row. If a port becomes 
closed, do not check it after the next Operation. 
Instead, the closed port automatically opens 
(check it again after that Operation). 
EXCEPTION: South America must be checked 
even if it was closed during the previous 
Operation. It can be closed in consecutive 
Operations.

CLOSED: If the result is “closed,” place a 
Closed marker in the box as a reminder 
(they are on the back of the RV 
markers). German ships in that Port Box are stuck 
there, they may not be selected during the Force 
Pool Selection step of the next Operation. Also, no 
Task Force may perform a Completion action in 
that port, nor may a Task Force Station transfer to 
it from its port hex on the Operations Map. Do not 
place a Reinforcement Group marker in the box 
either. The closed port remains an Intel trigger.

Example: If the 
German player rolls 
a ‘ 1’ Narvik is 
closed.
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Although the Campaign Sequence of Play is the 
same for each Operation, some Operations 
involve unique situations and opportunities, and 
in some cases, special rules. They are detailed 
here, preceded by each Operation’s historical 
context. The Campaign assumes events on the 
ground remain true to historical events, but it is 
possible for history to take a turn as the war at 
sea progresses.
For example, it is possible, but  unlikely, Britain 
will occupy Norway, or the United States will 
enter the war early. 

THE OPERATIONS

The curtain rises after Germany invades Poland 
and the Soviet Union joins in from the east. 
Great Britain and France declare war against 
Germany, hoping to remain cordial with the 
Soviets. The ghosts of the Great War, some 
twenty years past, color each side’s view of this 
new contest; there are old stratagems at hand. 
The Royal Navy seeks to blockade the North Sea, 
smothering Germany while the Kriegsmarine,  
assured it had several more years to prepare for 
this war, avoids decisive battle. Britain thrives 
on a farflung network of convoy routes, each a 
vulnerable target for enterprising raiders...but 
those targets lie beyond the North Sea.

SOVIET PORTS: Archangel is closed to both 
British and German Task Forces. Murmansk is 
closed to British but not German Task Forces. 
Neither port is an Intel trigger for either player’s 
Task Forces. German Task Forces may Complete 
in Murmansk, but they risk internment. At the 
end of the Action Sequence, each German ship in 
Murmansk must be checked. To determine their 
fate, roll a die for each German ship and apply 
the result on the Soviet Internment Table 
(back cover of this booklet).

FRANCE & NORWAY: French ports are 
controlled by Britain. Norway’s ports are not in 
play, and do not trigger Intel for either player. 
However, Narvik can serve as a destination port 
for a British Convoy (but it is not an Intel trigger 
for anyone).

OPERATION ONE: 1939

The war is but a few months old. For those 
remembering the first war, already this one has 
taken unexpected turns. In the west, Germany 
and France ready for a titanic struggle on the 
ground while independent Poland is swallowed 
whole. In the air, Britain makes hesitant raids 
on the German coast and the favor is returned. 
Mines are planted along the North Sea coastline, 
and farther afield, German raiders test the 
Royal Navy’s ability to maintain safe merchant 
traffic. As yet, Norway remains neutral, but it is 
a conduit for Germany’s iron ore, and both sides 
eye that long and convoluted stretch of coastline 
where opportunity abounds. Norway won’t 
remain out of the war for long. 

OPERATION TWO: 1940

Invasion Norway  April 1940

BATTLEFIELD NORWAY?
Historically, Germany invaded Norway at the 
beginning of April. Its success opened 
Norwegian ports to the Kriegsmarine, 
compromising Britain’s blockade. 

At the start of Operation Two, during Force Pool 
Selection (Step One), the British player must 
make a choice: Will this Operation take place in 
April and May, or later in the year after Norway 
and France fall to Germany? There are two 
versions of this Operation, depending on their 
choice. If the British player chooses to start the 
clock in April, play only “Invasion Norway.” If 
after the fall of Norway and France, play only 
“Britain Beseiged.” In either case, you may find 
that in Operation Two, history bends a little.

If the British player elects to contest the German 
invasion of Norway, starting Operation Two in 
April, apply the following rules:

a. Blitzkrieg at Sea
b. German Convoys
c. La Guerre Navale
d. The Battle of Norway
e. Soviet Ports
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a. Blitzkrieg at Sea
The British player uses the British Force Pool 
Schedule normally, but with the following 
additions and alterations:

Add a French BB, BC, and three CLs to the 
at-start Force Pool. All but one CL must set-up in 
French ports (one CL may set-up in a Task Force 
with any British ship, except a Convoy).

The CV and one BB scheduled as at-start ships, 
must instead be assigned as reinforcements.

c. La Guerre Navale

The British reinforcement Convoy (R4), the two 
German Convoys, and the German DD Squadron, 
are permitted to perform Completion actions in 
Norway (indeed, those are their destination 
ports). Bergen, Trondheim, and Narvik are 
eligible ports, but the following special rules 
apply:

d. The Battle of Norway

The German player uses the German Force Pool 
Schedule normally, but with the following 
additions and alterations:

The German player starts Operation 
Two with the Initiative. Also, the 
Weather at start is Bad. British 
Rationing (p. 56) is not in effect until the British 
have initiative (it remains in effect thereafter).

Add two CLs to 
the at-start ships.

Add two German Convoys and the DD 
Squadron at-start. Each is destroyed by 4 Hits, 
may not disperse, but may share a Task Force 
with any number of other ships as long as none of 
them are Convoys or the DD Squadron. They 
must start in Task Forces in Wilhelmshaven. The 
British player earns 1 VP for each Hit scored on 
them. However, the German player does NOT 
earn VP for Completion.

The two German BCs are available at the start of 
the Operation in Wilhelmshaven or Kiel, not as 
reinforcements. If one or both were sunk or 
Damaged previously, or interned, add a PB to 
the German player’s at start ships.

The U-Boat force is not available 
at-start. Instead, it is available as 
a reinforcement. It may not be in 
a Reinforcement Group with the 
other U-Boat force or other 
ships.

b. German Convoys

Baltic Cruisers

Troop Carriers

Big Escort

U-Boat force delayed
U-BOAT

Reinforcement
A

Reinforcement
Aany

s

2/1

2 
BB

any m1 
CV

Delayed Ships

R4

Add French Ships

The Convoy reinforcement is 
an outbound troop carrier 
(Operation R4). It may only 
Complete in Bergen, Trondheim, 

or Narvik (place its Reinforcement Group marker 
in Clyde/Liverpool). Unlike other British 
Convoys, it is destroyed by 4 Hits, may not 
disperse, but like the others, it may not share a 
Task Force with another ship. The German player 
earns 1 VP for each Hit scored on it. Its 
Completion earns the British player VP just like 
any other British Convoy.
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Throughout this Operation, all three Norwegian 
ports remain neutral. They are not Intel triggers 
for either player, regardless of what transpires 
during play. Their Port Boxes are out of play, and 
neither player’s Task Force Stations may be 
transferred to them.

Neutral Norway
If the German player has more BP, Norway falls 
to Germany. This is permanent. Henceforth, in 
subsequent Operations, all three Norwegian 
ports are German controlled, and at set-up, the 
German player places an Airbase marker in 
either Trondheim or Narvik (their choice; they 
make this choice again during set-up of each 
subsequent Operation, which means the airbase 
may shift between Trondheim and Narvik).

German Norway (historical result)

If the British player has more BP or an equal 
number of BP, Norway resists German invasion. 
This is not permanent. At the start of Operation 
Three, Narvik is a British controlled port, and a 
British Airbase marker starts in that hex. Bergen, 
however, is a German controlled port. 
Trondheim remains neutral, not an Intel trigger 
for either player (its Port Box is not in play). 

At the start of Operation Four, if that Operation 
is played, the situation will change as the struggle 
in Norway continues. Each player rolls one die, 
and the player who won Operation Three adds 
+1 to their number rolled. If the British number 
is twice that of the German number, Trondheim 
becomes a British controlled port and its airbase 
marker remains in Narvik. If the British number 
is not twice that of the German number, the 
German player has a choice: Either take control 
of Trondheim (it becomes a German controlled 
port), or remove the British airbase marker in 
Narvik. However, if the German number is 
greater than the British number, both Trondheim 
and Narvik become German controlled, and if 
twice that of the British number, the German 
player also places a German airbase in either 
Trondheim or Narvik at the start of Operation 
Four and Five. This is summarized below and on 
the next page:

British Norway or BP tied

A Task Force with a Convoy or DD Squadron may 
perform a Completion action in Bergen, 
Trondheim, or Narvik. If successful, immediately 
roll a die and refer to the result on the Norway 
Landing Table (back cover; use the top row 
when the British Complete, and the bottom row 
when the Germans Complete). It is possible that 
this will cancel the Completion action, which 
means that action was not actually successful 
(treat as though the opposing player seized 
initiative). However, if successful, remove the 
Convoy or DD Squadron from play, and if there 
are other ships in the Task Force (only possible 
for the German player), perform Time Lapse for 
that Task Force (remove segments normally).
BRITISH LANDING: The British reinforcement 
Convoy may only attempt Completion in Bergen, 
Trondheim, or Narvik. As with other British 
Convoys, the British player earns VP upon 
Completion and counts towards the three 
Convoys needed for Cessation Declaration (p.55).

Completion Actions in Norway

When the Action Sequence ends, during Step 
Four, determine which player controls Norway. 
Use the following criteria, awarding each player 
temporary “battle points” (BP). The player with 
more BP gains control of Norway.  

Acquiring Norway

Battle Points (BP) for Acquiring Norway

British x2 (British surge):

Summary for Operation Four...

Narvik is British controlled +
Bergen is German controlled;

Each player rolls a die; the winner of Op 3 adds 
+1; compare the numbers rolled:

1 BP player won the Operation;

1 BP player has an airbase in Norway;
1 BP successful Completion in Bergen;
1 BP successful Completion in Trondheim;
1 BP successful Completion in Narvik.

Count only each player’s first successful Completion in the port

1 BP player who had more successful
Completion actions in Norway;

in Narvik;
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German higher:

German x2 (Norwegians learn the ‘Sieg Heil’):

Narvik is British controlled; Bergen and
Trondheim German controlled; no airbases;

all ports in Norway are German controlled
and place            in Narvik or Trondheim.

same as above, and German choice:
control Trondheim or remove

British not x2 (but not less than German):

The game assumes that German land and air 
assets will be pushed into Norway to secure that 
northern front. Until Germany has full control 
of Norway, the struggle on the ground and in 
the air may continue for some time.

As in Operation One, Archangel is closed to both 
British and German Task Forces. Murmansk is 
closed to British but not German Task Forces. 
Neither port is an Intel trigger for either player’s 
Task Forces. German Task Forces may Complete 
in Murmansk, but they risk internment. At the 
end of the Action Sequence, each German ship in 
Murmansk must be checked. To determine their 
fate, roll a die for each German ship and apply 
the result on the Soviet Internment Table 
(back cover).

e. Soviet Ports

For the rest of the Campaign, Norway’s three 
ports are German controlled. Also, place a 
German airbase in Trondheim or Narvik 
(German player’s choice). The German player 
may spend 1 VP to start a Task Force in a 
Norwegian port (’spend’ means awarding the VP 
to the British player). The Task Force may have 
one ship in it, and it must be a new ship or an old 
one that would otherwise start in Kiel.

a. Norway’s German Ports

Britain Beseiged  July 1940
If the British player starts Operation Two after 
the fall of Norway and France, apply the 
following rules:

a. Norway’s German Ports

Bretagne
m

3/1

2 
BB

Montcalm
f1 

1/0CL

G. Leygues
f1 

1/0CL

Provence
m

3/1

2 
BB

Strasbourg
f

4/2

2 
BC

Dunkerque
f

4/2

2 
BC

Gloire f1 
1/0CL

Group A: Group B: Group C:

b. Spoils of War?
c. Soviet Ports

The Fall of France left the French fleet intact. 
Germany and Britain both expected it to steam 
into the enemy’s ports, joining their adversary.

b. Spoils of War?

During set-up, at the start of Step 2, the German 
player rolls one die, and the British player rolls a 
variable number of dice determined by how 
many VP they give to the German player, as 
follows:

The British player may decide how many dice to 
roll (and thus, how many VP to give), after 
watching the German player’s die roll. Compare 
the number rolled by the German player to the 
sum of numbers rolled by the British player, and 
apply the following result:

0 VP two dice

German number is higher

1 VP three dice

2 VP four dice

German player selects one or more of the French ship 
groups shown here, giving 1 VP to the British player 
per group they take. Place the French ships in a 
French port or ports. Increase the British player’s 
at-start force pool by 1 British BB and 2 British CAs.

Numbers are equal
German player selects one of the French ship groups 
(no VP cost). Place the ships in a French port or ports. 

British number is higher
Remove the French ships from play. However, if the 
British number is triple that of the German number, 
the British player selects one of the ship groups, 
adding them to their at-start ships in excess of the 
British Force Pool Schedule. The German player may 
attempt to stop this by spending 1 VP to roll a second 
die, adding the number rolled to their first number. If 
the new sum is higher, nobody gets French ships.
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“In the light of the Fuerher’s opinion, the German 
Fleet’s primary task is to defend the Norwegian 
coast and ports, and in so doing, it should use its 
might unsparingly.”

 - Report, C. in C. Navy, January 12, 1942

This is identical to e. Soviet Ports, on p. 61.
c. Soviet Ports

By now, at least one of Germany’s modern 
battleships are operational. If its battlecruisers 
are also seaworthy, will 1941 witness the 
decisive battle?

SOVIET PORTS: Archangel and Murmansk are 
both closed to all Task Forces. Neither port is an 
Intel trigger for either player’s Task Forces. 

FRANCE: French ports are German controlled. If 
Operation Two’s clock started in April (Invasion 
Norway variant), then at the start of Operation 
Three, apply b. Spoils of War? from p. 61.

NORWAY: Unless Norway resists German 
control (see “British Norway or BP tied” on p. 
60), Narvik, Trondheim, and Bergen are German 
controlled ports for the rest of the Campaign. 
Place a German airbase in Trondheim or Narvik 
(German player’s choice; they make this decision 
again during set-up of each subsequent 
Operation, which means the airbase may shift 
between Trondheim and Norway).

EARLY USA ENTRY? If during Operation 1 or 2, 
a German Task Force performed an Engage 
action, or a U-Boat force performed a Stealth 
action, within 2 hexes of the ports and airbases 
indicated below, the United States enters the war 
early and the British player adds a USA BB and 2 
CAs to their at-start ships, in excess of the 
Schedule. Also, the British player may place one 
Airbase marker on any British airbase printed on 
the Operations Map marked ‘1942’ (but not 
Hvalfiord). That marker effectively makes that 
airbase operational in 1941.

OPERATION THREE: 1941 early

The war in the desert turned sour for the British, 
after the German army rolled through Greece. 
But then Germany launched a massive offensive 
against the Soviet Union. Its adversary to the 
west remains vulnerable on the sea where it 
holds contact with its colonies across the globe, 
as well as its army struggling in the North 
African desert. Will the Kriegsmarine weaken 
Britain sufficiently to allow the Wehrmacht to 
concentrate exclusively on the invasion of the 
east?

OPERATION FOUR: 1941 late

SOVIET PORTS: Archangel and Murmansk are 
both British controlled ports. 

FRANCE: French ports are German 
controlled, as is the airbase in the Bay of 
Biscay.

EARLY USA ENTRY? If the USA entered the war 
early in Operation Three, they are in the war in 
Operation Four as well. If they did not enter the 
war early, check for Early USA Entry again now 
(as per Operation Three instructions).

The campaign in the Soviet Union occupies the 
bulk of German assets and energy, but with the 
United States now in the war, Germany must 
hurry if it hopes to keep Britain weak. Its convoy 
routes remain vulnerable. Just as important are 
the supplies delivered to the Soviets. Interfering 
with that traffic is an operational goal growing 
in significance as the war drags on.

OPERATION FIVE: 1942

SOVIET PORTS: Archangel and Murmansk are 
both British controlled ports. 

FRANCE AND NORWAY: Regardless of what 
transpired during Operation Two, all ports in 
France and Norway are German controlled. 

2 hexes
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Soviet Internment Table

die (1d6)

Murmansk

result
0 or less interned

1

Modifier:

Legend of results...

Operation One & Two Operation Two (Invasion Norway)

interned

-1 each ship in Murmansk besides this
     one

Modifiers: +1

temporarily interned
2 or more transfer

Remove the ship from play. During 
Force Pool Selection of Operation 
Four, the British player rolls a die: 
if they roll a ‘6’, the ship becomes 
British (it is automatically selected 
during Force Pool Selection, in 
addition to and in excess of the 
British Force Pool Schedule, but it 
must start in Archangel). If the 
number rolled is less than ‘6’, the 
ship remains out of play for the 
Campaign.

“These boats will proceed in the next few days to 
Trondheim; they will bring 8.8 cm. anti-aircraft 
guns. The Fuehrer and the Chief of Staff. O.K.W., 
are of the opinion that this quantity of spirit will 
suffice for the present; after that the transport of 
mountain guns and ammunition is the most 
important factor.”

 - Report, C. in C. Navy, April 22, 1940

temporarily
interned

Remove the ship from play. Return 
it to the German Force Pool at the 
end of the next Operation’s Action 
Sequence. It starts in Kiel.

transfer Place the ship in the Kiel or 
Wilhelmshaven Port Box.

Norway Landing Table

1d6 1 or less 2
–

–

–

–

3 4 5+

Legend of results...

DEBACLE: Deduct 1 VP from your score, 
and the Completion action is cancelled. The 
Convoy or DD Squadron may Complete 
elsewhere in Norway, or in Kiel (if German) or 
Methil (if British), but not in this same hex. 
Also, apply 2 Hits to a ship in the TF. If that 
ship is sunk and one Hit remains to be 
applied, deduct another VP from your score.

HIT: 1 Hit must be applied to a ship in the TF.

LANDED: No deleterious effect.

BRIDGEHEAD: Place an airbase in the hex, 
and if your opponent already has an airbase 
in Norway, remove it. If you already have an 
airbase in Norway, do not add another one 
(but you may shift that airbase to this hex). 
Remove the Airbase marker after tallying BP 
at the end of the Operation.

HITS: Deduct 1 VP from your score and 
apply 2 Hits to a ship in the TF. If that ship is 
sunk and one Hit remains to be applied, 
apply it to another ship or deduct another VP 
from your score (your choice).

you already performed one or two 
successful Completion actions in Norway 
(German player only);

+1 one or more friendly undamaged BB, BC, 
or PB in Completion hex (its TF must be a 
Station; the Station may be the Convoy’s 
or DD Squadron’s Station);

-1 enemy already performed a successful  
Completion action in Norway;

-1 Completion hex is Trondheim AND this is 
your first successful Completion action;

-1 Convoy or DD Squadron has one or more 
Hits.
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